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CHAIR BAISA: . . . (gavel). . . Will the meeting of the General Plan Committee please come to order.
Chair would like to ask before we begin if everyone who has a cell phone or anything that makes
noise with you, would you please put it on the silent mode? We would prefer not to be disturbed
during the important work that we have before us today. Today is February 17; the time is about
couple minutes past 1:30. And Chair would like to make introductions. I'm your Chair. I'm
Gladys Baisa, and with us today, we have Don Couch, Jr., who is the Committee Vice-Chair.
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Good afternoon.
CHAIR BAISA: Or do I have to do the whole name, Donald G. Couch, Jr.?
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Don Couch is fine. Thank you
CHAIR BAISA: Okay, Don Couch will do. Okay. Also, have with us, Mr. Bob Carroll.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Aloha.
CHAIR BAISA: We have Elle Cochran.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Aloha.
CHAIR BAISA: We have our Council Chair, who is also a Member of this Committee, Danny Mateo.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Good afternoon, Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: And we have Riki Hokama.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: We have Joe Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Good afternoon.
CHAIR BAISA: And Mike White.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Good afternoon.
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CHAIR BAISA: Excused, accused [sic], excused for the moment, is Mr. Victorino. I understand he'll
be joining us a little bit later. Also, with us this afternoon, is Will Spence, our Planning Director.
MR. SPENCE: Good afternoon.
CHAIR BAISA: Good afternoon. And we have John Summers, the Program Planning Administrator of
the Long Range Division, Department of Planning. Wow, John.
MR. SUMMERS: Geez. Aloha. Better streamline that.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Yeah, really.
ALL: ... (Laughter)...
CHAIR BAISA: Planner, planner. Okay, we have Simone Bosco, Senior Planner from Planning.
MS. BOSCO: Good afternoon.
CHAIR BAISA: Good afternoon, Simone. And we have our legal beagle, Mr. James Giroux, Deputy
Corporation Counsel.
MR. GIROUX: Good afternoon, Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: Very grateful for you folks being here with us this afternoon. And I also have the
Committee Staff, I have Legislative Attorney, David Raatz, and substituting for our regular
Secretary, Clarita Balala is Camille Sakamoto; and we want to thank Camille for being with us
today. Thank you. Members, we will have public testimony beginning shortly. Testimony will
be limited to the item on our agenda today. Sign up at the desk located out there if you wanna
testify, and testifiers will be limited to three minutes per person. And if you need another minute
to conclude, we'll try to give you that so that we can get your whole thought. When you testify,
I'd appreciate it if you'd state your name, and if you're representing a group besides yourself, if
you would also please state that?

ITEM NO. GP-2(2): GENERAL PLAN UPDATE

(MAUI ISLAND PLAN: INTRODUCTION AND
CHAPTER 1 (POPULATION) ONLY) (C.C. No. 07-54)

CHAIR BAISA: The Chair would just like to briefly mention that this is the first, you know, action
meeting of this Committee, and I'd like to thank those of you that were here two weeks ago to
listen to the introductory meeting that we had where we kind of explained what the General Plan
is, and what Bill 84 is, and what community plans are, and how this all came to be where we are.
If you had the opportunity to see any of the publicity, it appears that this plan, I knew it had been
a long time, but I was kind of taken aback that I realized it was seven years when I read the
article, somebody did the research, and I think after seven years it is time to get it done. So we
have a tremendous job before us, Committee. And I am, again, like to thank all of the Members
for being here this afternoon and warn you that we have heavy-duty work to do. The Chair is
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going to try to keep us in line. I ask you to try to stick to the subject and not to get off discussing
issues that are not before us today. Ask you to listen very carefully, and please, please, please try
to review the chapters that are assigned before you come, and do any reading that you have to do
before our meetings, because we have very little time to get this job done. And this is not a
promise, but I'm already thinking about it, if it appears that we're not making sufficient progress
towards getting this done in the afternoon, we have, Chair may have to ask Chair of the Council
if we could have additional meetings. And we all don't want to take away from that precious off
week, so please, you know, more we work, and the faster, and better we work, the more likely
that is that that doesn't have to happen. But we do have to get this work done. This is very, very
important. So Members, let's all work together, and imua. We're gonna get this done. Like to
start with public testimony. Our first testifier today will be Carol. Reimann, and Ms. Reimann,
will be followed by Grant Chun.
.BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY . .
MS. REIMANN: Good afternoon, my name is Carol Reimann, and I represent the Maui Hotel &
Lodging Association. Our visitor industry continues to struggle despite headlines that hype
increased visitor arrivals. We've had to offer deep discounting to lure visitors to Maui. Our
revenues are down, while expenses continue to increase. The result is little-to-no profit and for
some, it's, it's been a negative. That's why we've seen three major hotels in foreclosure since
last year. In addition, we still have not rehired all of the employees yet. We are not healthy and
we are not stable. We ask that you incorporate language that encourages a healthy and vibrant
visitor, industry as part of the Maui Island Plan.
In the Population Section, our main concern is Item No. 11 on your matrix. This policy calls to
limit visitor population to 33 percent of the resident population. We do not feel that this is a
viable figure. Capping the visitor population to 33 percent would limit the number of visitors to
44,800 on any given day. Attached to my written testimony, you'll find a grid with monthly
visitor statistics. We've highlighted the monthly -- the months were we have already exceeded
the 33 percent number. There are 30 months within the last four years where we've gone over.
A recap of each year's statistics is as followed, follows: in 2007, we had an average of 50,100
visitors per day. This equates to 37 percent of our resident population. This was when we were
healthy before the recession. In 2008, our daily average was 48,000 which equates to 35 percent.
It's important to note that the first three months of 2008 were pre-airline-crisis numbers. In
2009, the average figure was 43,400 which equates to 32 percent. This was our worst year ever.
We've had poor visitor statistics that resulted in significant job cuts, layoffs, and trickle-down
business closures. This, these are economic recession figures. In 2010, our average to date is
45,500 which equates to 34 percent. These results represent a time when our industry is just
slowly recovering.
We are not sure where the 33 percent figure came from, but based on our statistics we urge you
to consider the reality that our island's economy cannot sustain such a cap. It does not encourage
a healthy visitor industry. Thirty-three percent would be detrimental not only to tourism but to
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the County's overall economic well-being. Consider jobs for our local residents. The visitor
industry directly employs 40 percent of our residents, indirectly it's 75 percent. Other
considerations include the survival of other businesses that rely on our industry and the County's
share of TAT if tourism were not healthy.
We recommend that you not put a numerical cap to visitors. We agree that balance is important,
but the reality is that a cap would be impossible to monitor and enforce. Will somebody be at the
airport with a clicker?
Our other fear is that a cap would allow for various interpretations of how to limit the industry.
As tourism is the economic. . (Inaudible). . . engine, we all should have a vested interest in
protecting the industry that so many of us rely upon to survive. We encourage you to incorporate
language that supports a healthy and vibrant industry. Thank you for the opportunity to testify.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you, Ms. Reimann. Members, questions for the testifier that can clarify her
testimony, if any? Mr. Pontanilla?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you. Thank you, Carol, for being here. And I hear you
loud and clear in regards to the industry that we need to support until we find something that's
more sustainable. In 2007, 37 percent, the average cost per room at that time, do you know the
figure as compared to today?
MS. REIMANN: I don't know the figure off the top of my head, but it was higher than what it is today
because that was pre-recession numbers.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Okay, so as the economy comes better than the possibility
of...well, the thing that I want to say is that the lower room taxes has been keeping the people
employed and some of the hotels going, but as we increase the room rates, would we find that we
can come back to the 2007 level?
MS. REIMANN: Perhaps. You know, it depends on what's going on around the world and in the
economy, but that would be a possibility.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Okay, thank you. Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you. Anybody else, any other? Member Hokama?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Thank you, Chair. Ms. Reimann, is there such a thing as, in your
perspective, an over-dependence on visitor industry?
MS. REIMANN: Well, we all recognize the need to diversify, but really until we can find another
industry that can employ so many employees, we really need to support the industry that so
many people rely upon right now.
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COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: And I just asked it in, in...if I may follow up, please, Chair?
CHAIR BAISA: Yes, please, go right ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Thank you. Because part of the population component of, of what
we are reviewing mentions the phrase, "living wage" at times, and, you know, one of the things
that we all are aware of is that there are many people in your, your industry that has to have
multiple jobs. And so I'm just wondering, should we be more aggressive in finding additional
opportunities to strengthen other components while maintaining the visitor industry's stand -position in our County? But yet create additional strengths in our other opportunities, whether it
be medicine, whether it be post-secondary education, whether it be additional technology gains.
There's not, may, may not be more water intensive or land intensive needs from this island. I, I
think it's important for your industry to be an active player and to provide us with accurate
comments on how the visitor industry can support the County to move forward in its overall
objectives. And, and do you have anything you can share with us this afternoon?
MS. REIMANN: Well, I agree. Like I said before on diversifying the economy, you know, it's
important, but right now, we really need to get this industry back on track. We are the engine,
and until the engine is back on track, it would be hard for us to find another industry or even
support another industry when we're still struggling.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay, so this wouldn't be seen as a timing of opportunity then?
Ms. REIMANN: I don't think so. I mean, I think we just need to strengthen our economies and that's
what we're trying to do here. And putting a cap on the amount of visitors, to me, is quite
frightening especially if you look at the figures that we've experienced in the past.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay. So even if let's say we have fewer visitor numbers but we
have greater and longer lengths of stay, that wouldn't come out to being something that would be
considered a healthy growth indicator for the industry?
MS. REIMANN: Actually that's what been happening is we've had fewer visitors, but we've had
longer lengths of stay compared to 2007, but we still need to fill our rooms.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay. And, and if I may just make one quick question please? It
always make me wonder why we don't count or try to count those that come from other modes
of transportation like the ships. 'Cause once they come on island, they use our facilities, they use
our infrastructure, they use our parks, they, they compete for spaces on the road system and
everything else. So is there a reason that the industry can understand why we wouldn't count
those as part of the average count?
MS. REIMANN: Well, actually, and I'm really not sure how DBEDT amasses these numbers, but in the
DBEDT statistics, they do include cruise ships and airline arrivals. So if they do in their
statistics, I'm thinking that these numbers also reflect cruise ships and airlines.
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COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay, because, you know, in ...
MS. REIMANN: It's just that one line item you're seeing total air seats.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Right.
MS. REIMANN: That's a separate line item from average daily census.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay, so it's not directly related, the average daily census and air
seats then? There's some discrepancy between those?
MS. REIMANN: I don't know if there's a discrepancy. I think they're, they're just tracking different
things. They're tracking census, and then they're tracking air seats, but there is a separate
document that also tracks cruise ship figures. This is just a recap for Maui, and I guess they were
just picking the most, what they feel, is the most important elements.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay, and I'm just trying to compare it to our situation on Lanai,
because you and I are well aware that we have many visitors that do not come from the airline
sector that comes to our property -MS. REIMANN: Expeditions, right.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: --on our island. So, you know, I'm just trying to get a -- I'm trying
to find consistency in how we're going to do the reporting, so it can be fair on how we look at
the Countywide in general.
MS. REIMANN: And I understand that DBEDT is taking another look at that, and they maybe, you
know, hopefully incorporating more modes of transportation especially for Lanai and Molokai.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you, Ms. Reimann. Chair, thank you so much.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you. Any other Members, any questions for Ms. Reimann? If not,
Ms. Reimann, thank you very much for being here. Our next testifier, of course, is Grant Chun,
and Mr. Chun will be followed by Charlie Jencks.
MR. CHUN: Aloha, Madam Chair and Committee Members. My name is Grant Chun and I am
speaking, you know, in my capacity as Vice-President at A&B Properties. Thank you very much
for your work on updating our General Plan.
I've had an opportunity to review the Planning Director's recommendations to simplify and
clarify the provisions of the Introduction and Chapter 1 of the Maui Island Plan. I recognize the
effort that has been made to, where appropriate, streamline the language in the Plan so that it will
be more readily understandable and implementable.
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Specifically, I appreciate the fact that the recommendation before you has provided for
amendments to the plan that speak to ministerial permits and how they will be reviewed in the
context of the Plan and its various policies. The recommendations also endeavor to provide
clarification as to how background maps are intended to help the reader understand existing
conditions that may have influenced proposed policy, and how policy maps are intended to be
used to provide information and guidance in creating future regulations, management, or facility
plans.
It is evident that there has been a careful review of the Introduction and Chapter 1 and that this
Committee has been provided with the amendments that will help to make the plan a document
that Planning staff and members of the public can understand more readily and work with more
productively.
The last thing anyone, anyone wants is a document that is confusing and difficult to implement.
It is for that reason that I think that the Director's recommendations make sense and should meet
with the concurrence of this honorable Committee. Thank you very much for this opportunity to
provide my thoughts today, and thank you very much for your diligence in planning for the
future of our community.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you very much, Mr. Chun. Members, questions or clarification of the
testimony? If not, thank you very much. Next testifier will be Charlie Jencks, and Mr. Jencks
will be followed by Pam English.
MR. JENCKS: Good afternoon, Members, Madam Chair -CHAIR BAISA: Good afternoon.
MR. JENCKS: --new Committee, great start. Name is Charlie Jencks. I'm here today speaking on my
own behalf. As you may or may not know, I work for a number of large landowners in
Maui County, and I sit with a group of individuals who meet on a regular basis to talk about
regulatory issues in Maui County. I'm just the old Public Works Director trying to do my thing
and give advice when I can -- when I'm asked a question.
We spent a lot of time talking about the Maui Island Plan. And one of the things that struck me
in a recent meeting after the first of the year, we had the good fortune of having the Planning
Director come over and talk with us and we were just sitting in a round table fashion talking
about this document. And the thing that struck me is a very good friend of mine was sitting kind
of on the, on the side and he looked at all of us and, you know, we're all planners and we're all
doing this and doing that and running around crazy, and he said, you know, I'm a regular guy.
I'm a regular folk. I live in Kahului. I work in tourism. And for me, the Maui Island Plan has to
mean something to me, and he said, and I can read fairly well. I'm fairly well educated. If I
can't read this document and understand it in a weekend, what good does it do, do for me? And,
and I sat there and I thought about it for a few minutes and I thought, I think really that's the
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whole point of this exercise. If, if we develop a document that the regular folk...you know, sure,
you know, we all masters degrees and we went to college and we all understand it and get it and
we've all worked on it for a long time. The GPAC spent a lot of time and energy on this, and a
lot of varied interest in getting it to the point it is today. If it isn't readable and understandable
by the folks that work here and try to raise families here, then what good is the document? If
they can't read it in a weekend, what good does it do them? They can't understand it. I can't
understand it.
So we had this brilliant idea. We asked people to sign a card. This card says on the back, let's
create a Maui Island Plan the public understands and can use. This side says, what is the Maui
Island Plan? This is a document which provides direction for the future growth of the island of
Maui. Then it says, I support simplifying the current Maui Island Plan to create a brief, clear,
and easy to understand document that any Maui resident can read over a weekend. Simple
request. I got 500 cards signed by residents of this island to that effect, and I'm going to leave
them here with you today. I think this is the statement and there's more to come. We have
thousands of these cards out asking people to just say, look, what is it you want? This seems to
be you want something you can understand, and read, and use, and they all agreed to that. So I
think this is a good testament to where we need to go with this document.
I certainly support the Planning Department's movement in simplifying. I think that's the right
road for this document. And I think you ought to listen to what Mr. Spence has to say. Follow,
his lead, I think he's on the right course. Simplification, easy to read and comprehend is really
the way to go. You got community plans you can put all the detail in, but honestly and truly,
make this a simple document that the regular folks could understand and read in a weekend.
Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you, Mr. Jencks, and thank you for the card . They're certainly the right color.
ALL: . . . (Laughter)..
CHAIR BAISA: Members, any questions for Mr. Jencks? Seeing none, thank you very much.
MR. JENCKS: Could I add one thing?
CHAIR BAISA: Very quickly.
MR. JENCKS: I was fortunate enough to sit on the interview committee for the current Administration,
interviewing candidates for the major director positions, and I interviewed all the candidates for
the Director of Planning. I asked two questions. First question was, how would you change the
Department of Planning to make it easier and stimulate -- to get permits, and stimulate this
economy? Two of the candidates said, I would adopt the Maui Island Plan as it is today, and
that, that would make our economy much more productive and easier to regulate. I said, fine.
Next question was, you know, I'm having a senior moment, I can't remember the question, but I
think the important thing here is, the two people that were asked that question were so
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entrenched in the development of this document, they couldn't see their way of out of doing
anything other than adopting the document just as they had developed it. The other question,
was...
CHAIR BAISA: Come on, Mr. Jencks.
MR. JENCKS: I forgot it again.
ALL: . . . (Laughter).. .
MR. JENCKS: Okay, so I'll leave you with that note, and good luck.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you, Mr. Jencks. The next testifier is Pam English, and she'll be followed by
Tom Cannon. You know folks, we might as well laugh because it's going be a tough job.
MS. ENGLISH: Aloha, Chair and Members of the Planning Committee. Welcome to the discussion of
the Maui Plan [sic] and welcome back to some Members. The Chair has been doing a lot of
work to prepare for the continuation of these meetings and we commend her perseverance.
Thank you for taking on this difficult deliberation, and we will be with you throughout -CHAIR BAISA: Thank you.
MS. ENGLISH: --the process to help make the document great for the community of Maui. Today's
agenda is the discussion of the Introduction, Chapter 1. We previously discussed these sections,
so we'll only testify to a couple of issues that remain of concern.
The testimony that we passed out shows recommended alternative language for the Executive
Summary, Key Highlights Section. We're suggesting the language, "affordable housing, with
dignity, for our workforce" remains one of the most important issues we must face in the
implementation of the General Plan.
And a few suggestions as to why we're, we're suggesting that language. Current legislation
under Chapter 2., 2.96 addresses specific requirements for affordable housing that may legally
conflict with term "perpetuity" that's now used in the draft. The testimony we passed out shows
the current language of 2.96. Specific terms of legislation should be left to legislation, where the
language is legally vetted.
When 2.96 was passed, there was significant discussions and legal issues with using the term
"perpetuity". If this language is used, it may not be clear which policy supersedes the other.
There's a conflict in language if the draft is adopted as written. The issue is not the longevity of
the affordable housing but the inconsistency in County policy which may lead to the inability to
proceed with needed housing. The current 2.96 policy rules allow for updates and reviews; the
Maui Island Plan will be set for 20 years. Let the General Plan be the guideline and the legally
vetted ordinance stand without conflicting verbiage.
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Second point, and my last, actually. In the Introduction Section, Page 1-4, we're suggesting
revised language that will clarify how to proceed when a conflict is found between an existing
ordinance and the new Maui Island Plan. We're suggesting the language, "When a conflict
between existing ordinance and the General Plan exists, the existing ordinance shall be used in
establishing appropriate public policy." Although it's a great goal to have all ordinances comply,
this will take time for all of them to become consistent with the General Plan. The suggested
language allows the County time to come into consistency. Additionally, the suggested language
provides clarity so that processing can continue and will not be at a standstill due to uncertainty
of which document takes precedence.
Again, thank you in advance for your work on this document, and please don't hesitate to use
this as a resource during your review of this document. Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you very much, Ms. English. Members, questions for the testifier?
Clarifications? Seeing none, thank you very much, and thank you for being here.
MS. ENGLISH: Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Our next testifier will be Tom Cannon, and Mr. Cannon will be followed by
Pamela Tumpap. Good afternoon, Mr. Cannon.
MR. CANNON: Good afternoon, Chair, Chair Baisa and Committee Members. I'm Tom Cannon, a
Maui-born architect, land planner, and Chairman of the Maui Island General Plan Advisory
Committee or GPAC, here to give you a few comments and concerns on the General Plan
process up until now. Not long after GPAC was formed and voted against the recommendation
of the Planning Department to elect its own Chair and Vice-Chair, Dick Mayer and I were
summoned to the Planning Director Hunt's office for a conference. At that meeting, we were
told by Director Hunt that he intended to receive the GPAC's advice, to use what the Department
agreed with, send that on to the Planning Commission for their review. Then the Department
would take the Commission's advice, pass that on, on what the Planning Department agreed with
and pass that on to the Council. When I mentioned that GPAC's enabling ordinance, Bill 53,
delineated a different process wherein the Planning Commission was to transmit to the Council,
one, "the proposed revisions prepared and recommended by the Director of Planning; two, the
General Plan Advisory Committee's recommendations and proposed revisions; and three, the
Planning Commission's recommendations, findings and proposed revisions." The Director
responded that he still intended to send the Council just the Department's version, taking
GPAC's and the Planning Commission's input into consideration. When I noted that Bill 53 also
said the Director was to provide staff for the work of GPAC, he responded that he wasn't our
staff and that he only answered to one person, the Mayor. In time, the Director eventually
realized that the law did call for three versions to be sent to the Council, and various matrices
were prepared showing Department-edited, often dumbed-down versions of the GPAC and
Planning Commission advice in columns.
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During one of our initial GPAC meetings, I proposed, as Chair, that in order to most efficiently
use the limited time our 25-member committee had that we divide our enormous task among
subcommittees for initial recommendations, then evaluate these recommendations as, as a full
committee in final reviews. We were told by Corp. Counsel at the urging of the Department that
due to the Sunshine Law we couldn't do that. For two years, we worked only as a full,
25-member committee. Then in our third year, again at the urging of the Department,
Corp. Counsel reversed his prior advice and allowed us to divide into subcommittees as
previously proposed. After three years of evening and weekend meetings, we finally rushed to
vote on sections of our Maui Island Plan recommendations in order to meet an extended
deadline. In the end, we weren't given enough time to vote on our Maui Island Plan
recommendations as a whole, just section by section, and members of GPAC were never given a
copy of what was sent to you on our behalf The Countywide Policy Plan also was never
distributed to us in its final form so that we could use it as the basis for the Maui Island Plan as
envisioned by Bill 53. So I personally compiled the Maui GPAC Countywide Policy Plan into
one document, had it printed at my own expense, and distributed copies to the 25 members of
GPAC, the Department and the Council.
GPAC was consistently advised by the Department not to word smith, as this Committee, this
County Council Committee was also advised at your last meeting, but when you think about it,
isn't that a big part of your job? Didn't the Council carefully write what they intended in the text
of Bill 53? The right words matter. The difference between the right word and the almost right
word is the difference between lightening and a lightening bug, as Mark Twain once said. The
process delineated in Bill 53 is a grassroots, bottom-up process, not an administrative, top-down
approach. If the 25 members on GPAC didn't think that their hard-won, voted-on, and approved
wording would ever going to be presented to you for your review, I doubt we would have
attended all those meetings. The voters elected you to make the final decisions and not
Director Hunt, who was only on Maui briefly and no longer lives here, and you appointed us to
provide you with the overall community's authentic concerns, wishes, local knowledge, and
insight.
Maui GPAC is a talented, well-rounded group with training and professional experience in
choosing our words carefully. One GPAC policy (voted on and approved) stated, "immediately
provide and encourage laws to preserve and enhance the summit of Haleakala with no new
buildings." Nothing vague about that, but I don't believe the department chose to send that
policy on to you. If the Council chooses not to approve the policy, so be it. But when the
community has -- but then the community has possible recourse. If the community's concerns
are not even transmitted to you, that's another matter. Why join volunteer committees and spend
nights and weekends away from your family if your work doesn't even have a chance to be
considered by the decision-makers who simply never hear it and never see it?
Another voted and approved GPAC policy states, "immediately begin to phase out the Kahului
sewage treatment plant and provide for a new facility out of the tsunami zone." No ambiguity
there, but I don't think that policy was transmitted to you either.
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GPAC was given the task of envisioning Maui's best future with seeing Maui -- a Maui, that
20 years from now still retains its native essence and rural charm. One GPAC-approved,
visionary policy with a map, that also was not transmitted by the Department to this Committee,
encourages setting aside interregional public transportation corridors in the Maui Island Plan
now so that we don't repeat the mistakes made on Oahu where corridors have only recently been
planned at a system cost of $5.5 billion. A huge part of this cost on Oahu involves purchasing
urban land. The majority of GPAC realized that if we don't plan for this now while Maui is less
urbanized, it will be extremely expensive or impossible in the future due to escalading land cost.
Unlike the Department's Transportation Plan which only envisions more roads and cars in the
next 20 years, GPAC proposed modern, energy-efficiency, non-motor vehicle transit systems
such as raised rail, but with the specifics to be determined at a future study with no, with no cars.
These corridors could also be used where appropriate for walking, bicycle, equestrian trails,
community gardens, commercial plant nurseries, and utility passageways or just plain open space
magnifying the usefulness of this public expense. An initial estimate of the cost to build a
system using magnetically levitated trains which eliminate friction along with the associated
maintenance cost between the airport and Olowalu-Lahaina, and the airport and Kihei-Makena
was less than 18 percent of the estimated cost of the Oahu system. -CHAIR BAISA: Excuse me, Mr. Cannon?
MR. CANNON: --with longer, more scenic interregional routes.
CHAIR BAISA: Tom, are you getting to the end?
MR. CANNON: Yes.
CHAIR BAISA: Alright, please wrap it up, thank you.
MR. CANNON: Thank you. This estimate was achieved using numbers from a similarly less urban
system now being planned between Anaheim and Las Vegas. These trains use energy three
times more efficiently than cars, and the energy can be generated in sustainable, non-fossil fuel
ways. Increasing federal stimulus funds for such projects also encourage acting now. Our transit
subcommittee has proposed specific, very detailed routes using the County's GIS system, in
some cases, tracing Maui's previous train routes such as the one over Maliko Gulch. These three
examples may not be the only GPAC advice missing from your packets. It's likely there is more.
I humbly ask that you direct the Department, now lead by a knowledgeable, highly competent,
professional land planner, to transmit our GPAC voted and approved policies and plans unedited
in their concise entirety to you for your consideration as required by Bill 53, not just a condensed
column on a matrix, so that you might have the benefit of our long and hard effort. And I would
also encourage you to request the output of our specialized subcommittees, who did extensive
research and writing, some of which in the end, we didn't have time to approve by vote. A great
deal of freely given local knowledge and professional expertise can be found in these highly
relevant subcommittee work products.
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On behalf of the Maui Island GPAC, we would really appreciate if you had an opportunity to
actually review what we labored on for three years, and we thank you for the opportunity to truly
be of service. Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you very much, Mr. Cannon, and Members, if you wonder why I've been
generous with the time, Mr. Cannon was the Chair of the GPAC. He gave many, many hours to
the effort, and I thought it was really important 'cause he didn't have an opportunity during our
last meeting to speak that I thought it was really important that we let him do this today. So,
Mr. Cannon, thank you very much. Questions for Mr. Cannon? And the Chair will assure you,
Mr. Cannon, that we will make available to any of the Members who would like to look at the
information that you referred to, will be made available to them.
MR. CANNON: Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: All they have to do is ask.
MR. CANNON: Thank you, Madam Chair. I had some thoughts as, as a kamaaina architect also about
a-- very brief thoughts -CHAIR BAISA: I'm sorry, but-MR. CANNON: --but I can hold up on those.
CHAIR BAISA: --I think, could you submit them in writing? We'd love to have them.
MR. CANNON: I could. You may have questions on them, so I may just hold that for now.
CHAIR BAISA: Okay, thank you very much.
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Madam Chair?
CHAIR BAISA: Come back and visit us again.
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Madam Chair?
CHAIR BAISA: Yes?
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: I do have a question for him.
CHAIR BAISA: Member Couch?
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Sorry. Mr. Cannon, you were talking about Bill 53?
MR. CANNON: Correct.
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VICE-CHAIR COUCH: I'm looking that Bill 53 was a Condominium Tax Rates Bill.
MR. CANNON: There was a -COUNCIL MEMBER COUCH: You're talking about Bill 84?
MR. CANNON: --there was Bill 84, and that was amended by a Bill 53, and that, I, I have a copy of
the section that I referred to but I don't have a copy of the whole bill. I could send that to you.
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: And did it, what, yeah, please because the only thing I can find, I can't find
anything in the ordinance itself about what you're referring to.
MR. CANNON: Yeah, Bill 84 was about two or three years earlier before 53 -VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Okay.
MR. CANNON: --and it was amended.
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Thank you.
MR. CANNON: Fifty-three amended it.
CHAIR BAISA: Mr. Couch, we'll be able to get that from staff. Member Mateo?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Madam Chair, the question would be to the Chair and not Mr. Cannon.
CHAIR BAISA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: I don't...thank you. The testimony that we, we just heard alarms me
because for the last number of, you know, efforts, two, the last two years of this Committee has
been with a lot of premise that what the matrix, matrix that was being addressed came with a
GPAC recommendation.
CHAIR BAISA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: And I hear that GPAC did not approve a recommendation. So what
were we looking at?
CHAIR BAISA: Mr. Mateo, I'm going to refer that to the Planning Department, if you don't mind?
Planning Department?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Thank you, Madam Chair. Planning Department?
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CHAIR BAISA: Planning Department, if you could respond? Maybe, Mr. Summers, I know you were
around.
MR. SUMMERS: Yeah, certainly was. The Department did transmit GPAC, Planning Commission
recommendations up to the County Council, and those were the recommendations that were
voted on and approved by the GPAC.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Okay, you know, thank you for that. I. still have, I guess now,
concerns whether we were looking at Planning Department recommendations, Planning
Department recommendations, and Committee recommendations. So I just have -- I'm glad
we're going over it again where we can actually take a look at it and create a document more
realistic, I guess, at this point.
CHAIR BAISA: Yes, Mr. Mateo -COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: --This is one of the reasons why we are going through this process again, so that
everyone will have an opportunity including GPAC members, who I noticed are here. They've
been very loyal, they come out, and you know, they're following through, and I am very sure
that they will be here to provide input and guidance as we go through this. So if there is
something that they feel is definitely not what they wanted, I'm sure we'll hear from them.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Thank you, Madam Chair, and thank you, Mr. Cannon.
MR. CANNON: Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Member White?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Thank you, Madam Chair. The question I have for the Department
is...being a new member I'm not sure what was reviewed in, in the last Council. We've been
delivered three books. Which of the three books are the original presentations to you by GPAC?
And then which ones do we look at for your, your amendments to that?
MR. SUMMERS: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. The original Departmental recommendations came in a
binder that looks like this.
CHAIR BAISA: Mr. White?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Not like this?
CHAIR BAISA: No, no, a lot more.
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MR. SUMMERS: So that binder contains the recommendations of the General Plan Advisory
Committee, the Department, and the Planning Commission. The second binder is a proposed
plan that was prepared by the Department. That's the binder that you just displayed for the
Members. At the pre -- during the previous Planning Committee review, the Committee
reviewed a four-column matrix or a three-column matrix with a blank column for the Planning
Committee's recommendations. So we had recommendations from all three review entities that
were considered by the 2010 Planning Committee.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Just -CHAIR BAISA: Mr. White?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: --one follow-up?
CHAIR BAISA: Yes?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Are copies of those matrices available?
CHAIR BAISA: Go ahead, Mr. Summers?
MR. SUMMERS: Yes, I believe the copies are available. I believe Council Services has the work from
the previous Committee.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Okay, thank you. Thank you, Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you, Mr. White. Ms. Cochran.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you, Chair Baisa. And so, I also have concerns as
Mr. Mateo had stated and hearing Mr. Cannon here. We're gonna start all over again. I mean.
I'm looking at this three-column matrix with Planning Committee which is what you folks had
come up with -CHAIR BALSA: Correct.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: -- last go around and then current planners input and then a blank
section which I think this -CHAIR BAISA: Correct.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: --body here will be inputting too.

COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: So we're just going to be working off what's existing or are we
gonna to be seeing all this other information I think that Mr. Cannon hinted toward us not --
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CHAIR BAISA: No, no.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: --being able to see?
CHAIR BAISA: All of that information is available. So if you'd like to see it, request it, we'll give it to
you. Again, I am sure that public and, and especially GPAC members or Planning Commission
members or people that are affected by the way this is will come and testify. And when they
point out an area then we can look into it, but we don't want to totally review and redo what
happened in the last two years because there's no point in that. We're never going to go forward.
What you have before you is a result of two years of the Planning Committee working on this
already. So we're trying to go forward. Much of it, I believe, will be okay. There will be sticky
areas, I guarantee you. We already found some of them and I think there'll be a lot more. So
we'll spend our time on those.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you. Just a comment, if I may?
CHAIR BAISA: Yes, go right ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you, Chair Baisa. I just, you know, I participated in that
whole 'GPAC process also, and I saw you there quite often also. And I think the community
there's thousands and thousands of hours of testimony and they were there to make sure that they
were heard and they were going to be listened to. And so to just, you know, slight any of their
input that they have put into the whole process I think would be, you know, not be right. So
anyways, I just had that comment. Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: I, I concur with you, Member Cochran. I am very much aware of the dedication that
the GPAC put into this and I -- in answer to a comment on Mike White's comment, at one point,
Mr. White, I think I told you guys I had two laundry baskets in the trunk of my car of paper.
What you're looking at today is a very condensed version of all the paper. There was a lot of
paper. And people have worked really hard at trying to get it to a manageable amount and today,
we're still hearing that it's too big. So our job is to, is it too big, is it not too big, do we want to
condense it, refine it, or we want to leave it alone? That's our job. Now it's our shot at it. Any
further questions?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Chair?
CHAIR BAISA: Mr. Pontanilla?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you. So the transportation map that wasn't included will
be provided?
CHAIR BAISA: Yes, we will get to that section.
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COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Okay, thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: We're not dealing with it today.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: And then the other thing that I want to ask is that we're going to
review what the Committee had already approved the last term?
CHAIR BAISA: Correct.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: And we're gonna go, as you said, chapter by chapter, and as we
go forward, those information would be the most updated information that we got?
CHAIR BAISA: As best I can promise you, and I am working very, very closely with the
Planning Department -COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Okay.
CHAIR BAISA: -- and with the Planning Director to make sure that when we sit down here, in fact,
before we sit down here, that when we agendize, that the necessary information is available, not
just to us but also to the general public. Because a lot of people are interested in what we're
doing and they want to come and testify. So we have to put it out there. One of the problems we
had in the last two-year review was that we weren't clear in our agenda and people were not sure
what we were going to be talking about, and so they couldn't testify or they were testifying on
Chapter 7 when we were looking at Chapter 1, and it just made a mess. So, we're trying to be
very clear and very methodical about what we're gonna do at each meeting.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you. And thank you for taking that direction because,
you know, Member Mateo and I, really didn't had [sic] a chance because we didn't belong to the
Committee, so basically you're looking at seven new members that are looking at this
General Plan update. I believe only you and Member Victorino are the holdovers. So we look
for some guidance, thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: I promise you, we'll give it the very best shot we can to give everybody equal
opportunity to have input on this, but, guys, we gotta get the job done.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Yes.
CHAIR BAISA: This is a requirement. We already have overstayed our deadline. We were supposed
to have completed this last year, we didn't do it, and we forgave ourselves and said okay, we're
gonna keep going. So, you know, that looms still that we have to comply with the law that we
made.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Chairman, just one more question?
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CHAIR BAISA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: And I think you answered that the last time, but since we had
gone beyond the deadline if we were going to make any amendments to that deadline?
CHAIR BAISA: My, my answer to you was and still is, I wanted to get through today and maybe one
more meeting to see how we work as a group, to see how we interact with the testifiers. And I'm
trying get a sense of time because if we're going to go line by line, and correct large to small,
and big to little or whatever, we're going to be here for day and night and we're going to be on
our off weeks, but we're gonna have to get through this. So it's really up to us. After another
meeting, I feel I can kind of suggest a deadline, but I need a little more time to get the feel of
how this group works together. We're a new group.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Oh, I understand that. Just one question for Corporation
Counsel?
CHAIR BAISA: Yes, go right ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: So, if we're gonna take actions on items in the next two
meetings because we already had expired our, I guess -CHAIR BAISA: Our deadline.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: --end date. Any actions that we take today or the next meeting,
will that be valid or?
CHAIR BAISA: Mr. Giroux, if you can help?
MR. GIROUX: Yeah, it, it's nice to be king, you know, you, you're in charge of your deadline. So any
actions you take will be valid.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Okay, thank you. Just to make it clear so that nobody can
challenge us.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Chair?
CHAIR BAISA: Yes, Mr. Hokama?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Mr. Giroux, that is as it regards to what is in the ordinance that even
if there's a specific deadline in the ordinance we can disregard it?
MR. GIROUX: Well, I would not encourage you to disregard that deadline: however -COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Because it's already passed.
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MR. GIROUX: --right.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: But it's an ordinance.
MR. GIROUX: Right. I was asked to say -- the question I was asked is if you continue to take action
and proceed, is that action going to be valid? And the answer is, yes.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Is there a requirement to adjust that, that ordinance deadline to, so
there's no legal potential of a challenge down the road?
MR. GIROUX: I would encourage this body to, to look at a deadline and to put one in place.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Thank you very much.
CHAIR BAISA: Mr. Giroux, do you think that is something that we need to do today or can we wait a
while?
MR. GIROUX: I don't think it's absolutely imperative that it be done today, but I would encourage
quick and expedient action on it.
CHAIR BAISA: It's at the top of my list. I'm still trying to find out, again, how this group works
together. It's, it's a new group. As soon as I feel comfortable, then I'll suggest a deadline and
I'm kinda thinking just for those who want to know how, what I'm thinking, I'm thinking we
have to finish this thing by the end of this year. We cannot be going into next year, and I'm
hoping that it won't take that long. Mr. Couch?
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Thank you, ma'am. Mr. Giroux, what are the consequences if we don't have a
deadline? I guess that's what everybody's...you are strongly suggesting we have a deadline, but
you're saying it, nothing is the matter if we don't. So I need -- there's conflicting info there.
MR. GIROUX: Okay, I think I need to go, I hate to take up your guys' time with this, but I'll do it. The
issue with land use--and, and there's other areas of law which have the same problems, I
shouldn't say problems, but same legal issues--is that when, when a law has a deadline and in
that deadline there isn't a drop dead, dead, dead consequence within the law, then you have to
look at the context of the law and why is that deadline there? In the issue of planning, the whole
purpose or intent of 280B was to quickly get a plan together so that the island could then proceed
to do its community plans. Now, as you all know, the community plans are already, some of
them, ten years behind schedule. So when I say it's imperative, it's imperative that your
planning process continue in an orderly fashion, that you keep to as close to those deadlines as
possible. The issue is, is that within 280B there is not a definite consequence spelled out. If you
failed to meet your deadline, does it mean that now three years of
General Plan Advisory Committee, a whole year of Planning Commission, two years of
Planning Committee, do you throw that all out because you miss a deadline? And the answer is
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no. The answer is, you need to continue as expediently as you can to accomplish the spirit and
purpose of 280B.
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Which is what I hope we'll do. Any further questions for Mr. Cannon? Seeing
none...
MR. CANNON: Madam Chair, may I ask just one question? Would it be possible for me to receive a
copy of what was sent to you as a-- from GPAC?
CHAIR BAISA: I'm very sure that's possible. We can take care of that.
MR. CANNON: Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you very much. Staff, if you'll note that? Thank you. Our next testifier is
Pamela Tumpap, and Ms. Tumpap will be followed by Stacie Thorlakson.
MS. TUMPAP: Aloha, Chair Baisa and Members of the Committee. I'm Pamela Tumpap, President of
the Maui Chamber of Commerce, and it's a great honor to be here with you today and I want to
commend you, Chair. I know that you're very passionate about this, and also, and this
Committee. I know it's going to be a lot of work and, and the Chamber is here to help. And
also, want to thank you for changing how you agendize items, because that we do feel that's
really important for the community.
At the Chamber we do feel the plan is still very aspirational, too long. I was going to say it's, it
started out like this and it's gone to this and now I saw the binder, and of course, we know
there's, there's volumes, so you know, a whole laundry basket full says it's really big. But what
we want to get to is a plan that is readable by the average person in the course of a weekend, that
it's clear, concise, prioritized, and that we understand the cost associated with it. And you know,
now because it is so voluminous and so detailed and very specific, the words really do count.
When it comes to population projections which are the foundation of this plan and given the time
that it's taken us to get to this point, one of our concerns is that we want to ensure that the
population projections are updated and current when we round this out. We're taking this
chapter first which is the logical fashion to take it in, but as we go through the course of this plan
and as we're getting towards maybe a year or sooner, we want to make sure those population
projections are revisited before we implement the plan, because they're key to so many elements
of the plan including housing. And we'd like the population projections augmented with the jobs
in each region. As we know, more of our residents are very interested in live/work
environments, and so this has a great impact on regional housing development.
Also, since this plan takes us out to the year 2030, we would like to see the no-growth overtones
eliminated, taking out the language that says things like limit, mitigate, discourage, cap,
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particularly with the visitor industry. Carol Reimann was here before you earlier and she
mentioned that the 33 percent reflected in the Plan for the visitor industry is inappropriate
particularly given that data has come forward that I've seen as well, that says that since 2007, we
have consistently been over 33 percent, and that even during our recession in 2009 when the
hotel industry was hurting, businesses, many businesses were hurting and there were layoffs that
were abundant, we were at 32 percent. And that in 2010, we were even higher-- we were at
34 percent. So, you know, that is at a time when we're still working to recover and we're still
working to recover now. So we'd like to see that revisited and we'd like to see that cap taken
out.
We feel it's important to keep our economic options open and support work and housing in
location that residents find desirable especially given the sustainability movement today.
especially given that many people are looking to do home-based businesses and have short-term
rentals. So we want that well-reflected in the population statistics in the plan. And as we round
the corner on finalizing the document, again, we just want to mention the language does become
very important, and accurate, accurate population projections are key. So we want to ensure that
the final version maximizes our future opportunities for job creation and economic growth and
allows for opportunities that are not even known today. Mahalo.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you, Ms. Tumpap. Members, questions for Ms. Tumpap? Seeing none, Pam,
thank you.
MS. TUMPAP: Thank you, and I apologize, I got a new phone. So it was my phone that was ringing,
but I'll take care of it.
CHAIR BAISA: Oh, I didn't hear it. I must have been absorbed.
MS. TUMPAP: Okay.
CHAIR BAISA: Okay, our next testifier is Stacie Thorlakson, and she'll be followed Daniel Kanahele.
MS. THORLAKSON: Good afternoon.
CHAIR BAISA: Good afternoon.
MS. THORLAKSON: Thank you, Chair and Council Members. My name is Stacie Thorlakson. I am a
GPAC member, and I'm also just testifying on behalf of myself and my business,
Akamai Business, where we support small businesses and we try to be a voice for small business.
But as a member, I just want to say, thank you for all your hard work. I've been there for three
years, it's very grueling. There's a lot of hidden agendas. A lot of people want to voice their
own thoughts. So I want you to take in consideration everything that you've heard. This is
going to be a tough job. We have a new Planning Director as well. So, it's nice to see, it's like
old-school home week here, but I commend you all. It's going to be a lot of hard work, but I
appreciate your time and please just remember this was back in 2006 that it started. Here we are
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in 2011, and now if you're hoping to get it done by the end of this year, our society changes all
the time, we didn't expect to have a hurt economy when this plan came out. You know, we're
planning for the future, and one of the things that we stressed as a committee was that this was
going to be a living document, that things will be changed and reviewed, looked upon like every
five years. So we may not have the perfect document by the time that you come over with this,
and remember financial, how are we going to pay to do some of these and implement the plan?
So when all these come to effect, just remember it is a plan, we also have the community
committees coming and I just want you to remember, let's make this a living document and let's
review it, and it isn't going to be the perfect plan, but let's find balance and let's all work
together. Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you, Ms. Thorlakson. Members, questions? Seeing none, thank you.
MS. THORLAKSON: Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you for your work on the GPAC. Daniel Kanahele followed by
Jocelyn Perreira.
MR. KANAHELE: Aloha mai kakou?
CHAIR BAISA: Aloha.
MR. KANAHELE: My name is Daniel Kanahele. I'm speaking on behalf of myself. I'm holding in
my hand, the Maui Island Plan. It's one page long. It is the Vision Statement and Core Values
of this plan. The Maui Island Plan is built on this foundation. In, in the planning process, you
always start by defining what matters the most. And you define what matters the most by
identifying your highest values, the things that have the highest priorities. The Core Values are
critical because they govern the goals that you set, all the decisions you make, all the actions you
take, and how you spend your time. So that's why I said, this is the Maui Island Plan, the Vision
Statement, the Core Values.
And then you, you plan, right? You do your long-term goals. They're value-based goals,
specific, measureable, et cetera, et cetera. Because the Core Values and Vision Statement is so
important, you need to keep this in front of you all the time throughout the planning process. I
would humbly recommend, Chair Baisa, that at each meeting where you are gonna discuss the
Maui Island Plan, that you read the Vision Statement and Core Values so that they're before you.
And perhaps the Planning Department could also make a big page with the Vision Statement and
Core Values on them. They're beautiful Core Values, and it's a beautiful Mission Statement .
Let me just read a part of it. The Vision Statement starts with, Ua mau ke ea o ka aina i ka pono.
The sovereignty of the land is perpetuated in righteousness. That motto was the motto the
Kingdom of Hawaii adopted by the State of Hawaii as their motto. It has very deep kauna, it's
very powerful, it's a very powerful Vision and Mission Statement. And then underneath that, it
says, Maui island will be environmentally, economically, and culturally sustainable with clean,
safe, and livable communities, and small towns that will protect and perpetuate a pono lifestyle
-24-
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for the future, and then you have a whole list of your Core Values. I'll just read two of them.
Responsible stewardship, applying sound, natural resource management practices. Respect and
protect our heritage, traditions, and multi-culture resources, and it goes on and on. This is the
foundation for the work that you'll be engaged in.
And so, my message is very simple, it's simple as this one page, you know, keep it in front of
you. I got this copy from the library across the street. I wanted to review it. So I looked at the
Maui Island Plan that they had. You know, they were missing this page, Page 117? So I hope
this isn't missing from the planning process. Let's, let's keep our eyes on our goal, on the vision,
and on our core values. Mahalo nui loa.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you, Mr. Kanahele. Members, questions? Seeing none, thank you very much,
and thank you for the reminder.
MR. KANAHELE: Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Ms. Perreira? Is there anyone else who would like to sign up to testify? Ms. Perreira
is the last person that I have. If you would like to testify, please sign up immediately.
Ms. Perreira, go ahead.
MS. PERREIRA: Good afternoon, Chair Baisa, Council Members. I have one error on my, written
testimony to you. It should be 2011, and I put the wrong year. Anyway, to accommodate what
Mr. Kanahele said, I attached this with our letter so that you could maybe use this. It is the
Vision Statement that you, that we used as our guidance in participating in this process for the -since 2006. Okay, aloha.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Aloha.
MS. PERREIRA: Our small towns feel that we need to take the time to carefully consider every aspect
and possible consequences associated with the final Maui Island Plan. We need a General Plan
that encourages and supports the uniqueness of our small towns and grassroots entrepreneurial
spirit that will not diminish the hopes and the dreams of our families. Decision-making must be
deliberate, realistic, well thought out, and entirely defensible. We note the following areas of
concern. The sheer volume of not only the Maui Island Plan but also the Countywide Policy
when taken together contains thousands of new requirements and restrictions that reveal conflicts
with mapping, the Plan itself, and how it may interface with community plans. This underscores
the need for a General Plan that is easily understood and respects the needs for specifics to be
provided for in the community plans. Every decision made should relate to the vision of the Plan
and how it will guide our future for the next 20 years and have every opportunity to participate in
the process. We note that Director Spence has given some improvements to the Plan already and
we are grateful for the simplicity, the clarity, and the attempt to streamline the document which
is a step in the right direction.
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Secondly, we need for all affective [sic] residents, okay, to be allowed to participate not just
those who participate, participated earlier. Allow them time for public comment. The legislative
mandates of Bill 84 and then Bill 53 of this updated planning process require the voice of a
people's plan. The grassroots participation is not only from the beginning, but the middle and
now, we're at the main event with you at the end. Timing for the implementation of the plan will
relate to currently adopted community plans that will allow room for the community to
determine what is in the best-- what is the best rate of growth that allows them some room to set
their own priorities. The importance of prioritization given the fact that we are in extremely
challenging economic times and that we need to strike an affordable balance that preserves our
limited resources, sustains a viable economy, and considers overall impacts seen and unseen.
In closing, please do not rush the plan's deadline, too much is at stake. We must allow sufficient
time given the ever-changing, new circumstances in our global world economy to act
deliberately, properly, and locally. We want to engage -- our communities want to engage in this
process and are trying to do so. Having this Plan before the Council is the main event. You are
the decision-makers that are citizenry is relying on. We are happy to see our new Planning
Director, Will Spence, has taken seriously and is working hard to bring fresh eyes to
accommodate a Plan that is user-friendly, sets community-based priorities, and are reasonable
and justifiable given the challenges of the costs no doubt will be associated with implementing
not only the General Plan, but the following community plans. We're happy to see that the
entire Council is joining in this General Plan Committee to ensure a process that is -- that has the
utmost of integrity. We will be tracking this process along with the Main Street community
leadership in all of our affiliated towns. As always, we offer our assistance and professional
support to this Committee and are available to answer questions regarding our small towns.
Mahalo for your support, your consideration, leadership, and hard work in crafting a plan that is
inclusive of every segment of our community. Aloha.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you, Ms. Perreira. Members, questions for the testifier? Seeing none,
Ms. Perreira, thank you very much.
MS. PERREIRA: Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: We've had several more people sign up since we looked last. We have
Lucienne deNaie, and Lucienne will be followed by Dick Mayer. Good afternoon, Lucienne.
MS. deNAIE: Good afternoon. What a surprise to see me here, eh? Thank you for this opportunity to
testify. Lucienne deNaie testifying on behalf of myself, as a former GPAC member as well, just
sharing experience. I want to say that I think it makes a lot more sense to have every single
Council Member participate in this Committee, and the old way I testified against it being a
limited committee before. I'm glad finally this has gotten worked out so some things improve.
You know, I've heard a lot of testimony today about the fact that we need a simple plan, and you
know, the fact is we have a simple plan. We have our General Plan that anyone could read in a
weekend, it's well, it' what, 30 pages or something, and I -- it has, most of the information in that
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plan has been translated into the new Plan, but some of the sections were outmoded and some
were filled out more, new problems have arisen, new opportunities have arisen, our economy is a
lot different than it was when that Plan was formulated in the '80s and adopted in 1990. I think
it would have been helpful with all those cards that Mr. Jencks had if they'd asked how many
people have actually read the existing General Plan? My bet would be, even though it's simple,
not many. How many people have actually read the existing community plans which are small,
compact? Probably not many. I'm not saying this to put my fellow citizens down. I'm saying it
because people are busy and this is about the last thing they look at, so yes, it is good to have a
plan that everyone can understand. I donated a lot of hours to try to clarify language and so forth
and so on and streamline motions, and that is a noble effort and it should be, but let's not let
simplify become a code name for don't rock the boat, don't change policies so they have a real
effect to shape our future. Because this is an update and the reason we're updating is because we
know that there's a bold new course that needs to be charted. Even though we are in uncertain
times now, these are not the times we may be in 15 years from now. So we shouldn't take a
hunker-down mentality and say, oh, that has to be the way we're thinking for the next 30 years.
We should be practical, but we should also have vision . Mr. Kanahele, I think summed it up, we
need to look at those things that are our guiding principles, because they came not just from
GPAC or Planning Commission who all reviewed them, they came from Focus Maui Nui,
1,700 people participating. And I think if you went out to the person in the street right now most
people would say, yeah, those are good ideas. We don't have that process.
I want to refer to one specific policy that you're going to consider today, and then let you get on
with your process. The Population Section only has two objectives but I think we have a lot of
wisdom here and I think no one would disagree that our primary industries, whether it was the
plantation back in the day or the visitor industry now, do affect our population. They affect who
comes here, who lives here, who works here, so forth and so on. We know that the visitor
industry imports workers. We know that people come to visit and then decide to become
residents. So all of this I think is important to address in a Population Section, and many of my
fellow GPAC members felt strongly that Population was the place to talk about impacts and
balance, and therefore, they adopted an objective that is left off of your matrix. And it says,
maximine, maximize resident's benefits from the visitor industry, and it gave a benchmark, as
measured by the percentage of residents earning a living wage. Now it didn't say, require
residents to earn a living wage. It didn't say, you have to have a certain percentage. It just said,
can we know this information, because this tells us a lot about how this industry is serving us and
what kind of trends we can look at. This affects how we have to pay public assistance, this
affects what kind of programs we have to have to fill in the gaps for people who aren't making a
living wage. And I would just humbly request that that could be returned to this draft.. It's one
phrase, it doesn't require anything, it doesn't cost any money, we're going to do surveys anyway
to measure satisfaction with things, that could be included in the survey, but if the concept is
gone, out of sight, out of mind. Now if in their wisdom the Planning Department has put this in
another phase of the plan, great, I would be happy to hear that, but it shouldn't disappear from
this one. Thank you.
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CHAIR BAISA: Thank you very much. Members, questions for Ms. deNaie? Seeing none, thank you
very much. Thank you again, for all your work on the GPAC. Mr. Mayer followed by
Henry Spencer, and Mr. Spencer is the last person who has signed up to testify. If anybody
would want, anyone else wants to, would you please sign up? Mr. Mayer, good afternoon.
MR. MAYER: Good afternoon, Chair Baisa. Thank you. And I'm very pleased to see members of our
GPAC family here: Warren Watanabe in the back, Jeanne Skog, Lucienne, Wallette, Tom, and
our honorary member, Gladys Baisa.
ALL: . . . (Laughter).. .
MR. MAYER: We spent a lot of time together, and Elle as well, Cochran, who also spent a lot of time
with our, at our meetings.
Several comments were made earlier. I had planned to talk about the actual items you're going
to be talking about, so if, I want to make some comments reflecting the comments made earlier.
As to the size of the document, it may seem large but as you'll find out from talking to the
Planning staff, this document is no longer than it would be in other jurisdictions with similar
populations, and, and it's not that long. So the size of the document that you saw there that was
held up included a lot of the background reports that were not actually the plan itself. The reason
why it may seem long is because we tried to cover a lot of areas that the County deals with. I
mean, the County deals with police, fire, parks, roads, et cetera, and you know them better than I
do. And what we tried to do is make some comments that would help guide the, the, the future
of all this, not just the land use thing. It's to help the County plan for the next 20 years so all of
these activities can come together and work together so that when the Liquor Commission gives
out its permits, it's cognizant of, of the tourist industry and the, and the population pressures and
things of this sort. So all of these would work together and that's why it may seem long, but I
think each department will find in there, statements that will help guide its activities, preparation
of its budget, et cetera.
The tourist industry has said several times to you that there were no members from, from the
tourist industry on the GPAC, but I would remind you that the Planning Commission had three
members from the tourist industry who one was the Wayne Hedani, Ms. Domingo, and
Ms. Sablas, all of whom looked the plan over. So the plan you're getting from the
Planning Commission does reflect the thoughts of three members of the tourist industry. I
mentioned the names of people in the audience here who were GPAC members, because the plan
itself is really a compromise and it's been worked, worked over very carefully. And so that
many, many issues that were looked at where people wanted more growth, and people wanted
less growth, and people wanted this or that, those were issues that were common. And the
wording that you have from the GPAC, and from the Planning Commission, and from the three
previous directors who had participated in this, Mr. Foley, Mr. Hunt, and Ms. Aoki, all of whom
participated actively in the development of the plan and now we have a fourth Planning Director,
who's putting his comments in here, I think we should, should recognize all of those issues.
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The work that your Committee did last year, the Planning Committee did, and, and the draft that
you have in front of you, I think basically, personally now, I think is very, very good, and I
would not tinker with it too much. I would work with it and get on because you still have four
other chapters at the end that will take a lot of time and I would not -- I would urge you to go
through this as quickly as you can.
With regard to the comment about the 33 percent, the goal of the, of the GPAC I think was to
diversify our economy, you know, not become so dependent on the tourist industry. A comment
was made earlier about the three hotels that have gone bankrupt. I think that was less due to
anything that was, that we in the County did but rather that the investors in those particular
properties speculated just as many homeowners did, many homeowners had their properties
foreclosed. The hotels had their properties foreclosed because they had just bid too much and
obviously couldn't make, make the payments on that, on those particular properties. I think the
33 percent figure is valid and it would, would allow the County to move ahead in a much more
balanced economy into the future, and I thank you very much.
MS. BAISA: Thank you, Mr. Mayer. Members, questions for the testifier? Mr. Couch?
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Thank you. Mr. Mayer, one quick question on the 33 percent and, and it was
brought up and it, I just need it for when we get into the discussion. How would you propose to
implement that, I mean, enforce that?
MR. MAYER: I think one, one way is permits. And I think, for example, the Planning Commission is
being asked to look at the expansion--and I'm just use, use one example--of the Grand Wailea
Hotel, several hundred more rooms. And I think the Planning Commission should consider what
impact that will have, we'll become even more dependent in South Maui on the tourist industry.
And they may say, you know, right now let's, let's hold the line, let's let's see, let's have the
R&T Park be the area that will generate the jobs and promote positions up there. So in other
words, it will I think help guide these, these, these various bodies that look at the, the,
the...appeals boards and the, and, and the director, and, and people give out ministerial permits
as well to say, you know, this is where we should be going.
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Okay, thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Any, any other questions for Mr. Mayer?
MR. MAYER: I'm going to ask the Staff to hand out the comment, these are comments on the things
you're taking up today. I didn't want to speak, I wouldn't want to speak on those, but you'll
have them in front of you.
CHAIR BAISA: Okay, thank you very much, and thank you for being here.
MR. MAYER: Thank you.
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CHAIR BAISA: Next testifier is Mr. Henry Spencer, and he's the last person who has signed up to
testify today. Chair is going to close public testimony after Mr. Spencer unless you rush out and
sign up. So please, if you would do that? Mr. Spencer, proceed.
MR. SPENCER: My name is Henry Spencer. Chair, Members, I wasn't going to testify but when I saw
Dick once again attempting to be the last person to testify by having his thing filled out and
walking up behind everybody else. I just. I couldn't resist the temptation of following Dick.
ALL: . . . (Laughter).. .
CHAIR BAISA: ...(Inaudible)...
MR. SPENCER: You know, I, I once stood up here and referred to the plan as, as "Dick Mayer's
Excellent General Plan" and, and I think he's had an inordinate influence over this whole
process, and I, I know he can't help himself, and I, I see him once again, not willing to let go.
But I, I have one comment regarding as you guys move through this chapter, other chapters in
the documents, and that is that anything written that ends up in the final document that has an
associated cost with it, that you note that cost, add them up, and, and see the reality of, of what
we're talking about in terms of the cost of the, the General Plan and the Maui Island Plan. And
that's, that's really the, the only thing that I'm most concerned with, because I think we'll all be
shocked at what this wish list is going to cost us financially, and that's it. Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you, Mr. Spencer, and we will get to that. This is one of the chapters we
haven't gotten to yet. It's the Implementation Chapter. We'll be talking about cost at length. So
we will get there, Members. Any other question, any questions for Mr. Spencer? Thank you,
Mr. Spencer, and we have one more testifier signed up, that will be Jason Medeiros, and
Mr. Medeiros, the last person to sign up. Mr. Medeiros, please? Good afternoon.
MR. MEDEIROS: Aloha. I'm here because I want a simplified Maui Island Plan, okay. I'm just an
average guy, you know. And when I look at that book--Mr. White, could you hold up that book
again?--I get intimidated. There's a lot of people who signed those cards have not read that
book, because they look at that book and they get intimidated. Yeah, I appreciate the work that
you guys did, I really do, but explain it to us. You know, that's going to be your job, you know,
to break it down so that we can understand it and we can make a decision on whether we want to
ask you to support or, you know, deny action on this. All I'm asking for is, you know, a chance
to let you guys know how we feel. You know, we, we want a, a say in it. I'm sorry if we didn't
have time to participate as much time as you guys did. You know, most of us were working, but
because we didn't have time that does not mean we don't, we don't care. We do care what
happens to Maui. You know, I mean, I am making an attempt to read this, you know. And I'm
asking a whole bunch of people, you know, hey, what does this mean? What does that mean?
You know, how is this going to affect us? I just want to understand before I can make a decision
on whether I approve or disapprove, you know, can you guys help me with that? You know
what I mean? That's all I asking, just for help. That's all I got.
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CHAIR BAISA: Thank you, Mr. Medeiros. Members, questions for our testifier?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Chairman?
CHAIR BAISA: Yes, Mr. Pontanilla?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you, Jason. I know it's kind of hard for you to provide
us that testimony, but, you know, I've, I've known you for a long time, and you come here and
testify from the heart representing people that really don't understand the process. And, and last
year, we had some people come over here because they didn't know that they were going to be
affected. And I think as a County as we go through this plan here, that we, we need to make sure
that especially the old folks, Chairman -CHAIR BAISA: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: --that they really understand what's going to happen, especially
those families that have property that's going to be affected. And I thank you for being here,
talking from the heart. Thank you, Jason. Thank you, Chaiiman.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you, Mr. Pontanilla, and any other questions for Mr. Medeiros? Thank you
very much, Mr. Medeiros. And if anybody is having insomnia, I can cure that. Just pick up the
pen, it's tough to stay with it, you know, after a couple of hours, you begin to wander, all the
words gets together, but it's something we've got to deal with. It is very, very important. This is
not a joke. This is going to affect many, many people so we have to do this, you know, in a
businesslike way and really put our attention on what we're approving. Anyone else out there
who would like to testify? Seeing no one else rushing to the table, the Chair without objections
would like to close public testimony.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objections.
. . .END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY ..

CHAIR BAISA: Members, the Chair is going to take our afternoon break before we get into
deliberations. I would ask all of you to please try and be back here at five minutes after 3:00.
We don't have a whole lot of time left to work today, and we want to get through the chapters
that we have on our agenda. The meeting is now in recess . . . (gavel). . .
RECESS:

2:56 p.m.

RECONVENE:

3:10 p.m.

CHAIR BAISA: . . . (gavel). . . Will the meeting please come back to order? Thank you for that recess,
I thought it was very important that we kind of refresh ourselves for the work ahead. I,
unfortunately I hope all of you won't fall asleep, but I have a rather long introduction to today's
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meeting to read to you. We have one item before us today, Committee Members. It's the
GENERAL PLAN UPDATE (THE MAUI ISLAND PLAN: INTRODUCTION AND
CHAPTER 1 (POPULATION) ONLY) The General Plan Update process is based on
Chapter 2.8B, 80B, Maui County Code. Chapter 2.80B says, the General Plan is composed of a
Countywide Policy Plan, the Maui Island Plan, and community plans. The prior Council took
the first step adopting the Countywide Policy Plan by Ordinance No. 3732 in 2010. We also
approved, approval, the approval on the Countywide Policy Plan repealed the prior General Plan
which was approved two decades ago.
The Countywide Policy Plan, however, did not repeal any other ordinances. For instance, all the
community plans are still in effect. That is really important. I want you to remember that. All
the community plans are still in effect. Chapter 2.80B makes clear that the Maui Island Plan and
the new community plans will be based on the Countywide Policy Plan so that all the new
General Plan ordinances shall be consistent with each other. If during the course of deliberations
on the Maui Island Plan and each community plan, it is found that some element of the
Countywide Policy Plan is unworkable or inadvisable, the Council can amend the Countywide
Policy Plan at the same time it approves the Maui Island Plan or the community plan. Similarly,
after the Maui Island Plan is approved, the ordinance can later be amended if deliberations on a
community plan show that amendments are necessary for consistency. The draft Maui Island
Plan is a ten-chapter, 342-page document that includes the following elements that are required
by Chapter 2.80B, an islandwide land use strategy, a water element, a nearshore ecosystem
element, an implementation program, and milestones. The draft Maui Island Plan also includes
urban and rural growth boundaries.
Former Planning Director Jeff Hunt, submitted the document in October 2009, in the form of
three binders: a binder with a brown label, it's, it's, it's the one I think most of you have today,
draft consolidated Maui Island Plan, and two binders with white covers providing background
and reference materials. The prior Council's Planning Committee conducted deliberation on
Chapters 1 through 7 throughout 2010. The former Planning Committee reduced the major
elements of the brown cover, the brown binder, the substance of the draft Maui Island Plan into
matrix documents for ease of review and those look like this.
My intention for the General Plan Committee is to review the work of last term's Planning
Committee and take final action on Chapters 1 to 7. We have prepared matrixes to show the new
Planning Director's proposals as they relate to the prior Planning Committee's recommendations.
Following the Committee's final action on Chapters 1 to 7, the Committee will move on to the
remaining chapters of the Maui Island Plan, Chapter 8 to 10 where the maps establishing the
growth boundaries are located.
Each chapter in the Maui Island Plan includes two major sections: a text or a narrative section
and policy section. The policy section of each chapter includes objectives, goals, policies, and
actions. In addition, some of the Chapters include maps. There are two types of maps. There
are regulatory maps such as the mass, maps establishing growth boundaries and background
maps which depict existing conditions.
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Turning to the specifics of today's agenda, we have before us the introductory materials and
Chapter 1. With this lengthy introduction, I would now like the Department of Planning to offer
any opening comments, and then we will proceed to work off the matrixes which will be
displayed on the wall. Any comments from the Department of Planning?
MR. SPENCE: Thank you, Madam Chair. I'll keep my comments brief.
CHAIR BAISA: Mr. Spence, if you can get close to your microphone? You have a very soft voice, and
want everybody to be able to hear you. You're very important.
MR. SPENCE: Okay, thank you. Is that better? Okay.
CHAIR BAISA: Yes, thank you.
MR. SPENCE: Thank you, Members. Just, we talked about this a little bit the last Committee meeting
just on how I view this plan. Having, first off, I'm very respectful of the work that, you know,
community groups put into the respective plans having been -- I was the staff planner for the
Makawao-Pukalani-Kula Community Plan--I should say, one of--also for Paia-Haiku, also for
the Molokai Community Plan when it was with the Molokai Planning Commission. So I
understand the hours that community groups put in. As I go through these, I, I try to understand
and I'm asking staff, so what was originally meant by this? So, I'm trying to be very respectful
of that effort that was put in.
At the same time, when you have -- as we go through the matrix, this will become a little more
evident, I think about, I think about the regular landowner. You know, I've, I've had clients
come before various Council Committees before, representing them, and I go, "okay, well how
does...you know, I never represented A&B, I never represented the large landowners. I
represented, you know, Kihei Baptist Church, you know, Rudy Bumanglag wanting to build a
couple of homes for his, his family. And so I'd look at these things in the context of how is it
going to affect them? You know, we have, there's been a lot of discussion in front of the
Council when particularly large projects come before this, come before the Council, wanting
land use entitlements and may -- I can't say whether the, the studies are adequate or not. But in
casting a really broad net with some of these policies in here where you try to, to get more
accountability or, or more information or discussion on a particular topic, I go, okay, that net is
also catching, you know, these little guys, who are already struggling just to get through the
various County processes. So, I think that's, that's really just the context that I'm trying to
portray here. You know, if, I mean, this is, this is the Committee's, under the Committee's
purview. You know, I'll offer you my opinion, and we can go from there, and you may disagree,
that's fine with me. Okay. Thank you, Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you, thank you, Mr. Spence. Members, any comments before we proceed?
Member Pontanilla?
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COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you, and Will, I really appreciate that comment because
you were, you know, a planner at one time, and then you went out in private business and
representing, you know, those small entities so you give us a different perspective. So I really
appreciate your comments, thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you, Member Pontanilla.
MR. SPENCE: Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Member Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, thank you. And, and of the few that...
CHAIR BAISA: By the way, Mr., Mr. Victorino, my apologies. Chair would like to note for the record
that you are present. Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Oh, that's okay ...(Laughing)... I thought I had done something
wrong at that point already.
ALL: ... (Laughter)...
CHAIR BAISA: Yeah, we had announced that you would be joining us later.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay, thank you, and I'm here and I apologize for missing the
earlier part. But anyhow, Mr. Spence, what I wanted to say is as one of the four remaining
Members had worked through this plan all of the past year and a half or so, I want you to
understand too that we tried in many areas and many times to craft what we felt was fair, and I
think you're bringing up that same issue. I think it's going to be very important, Madam Chair.
I think the minds have to meet where we are going to move for the people of Maui County not
just special interest groups and the little people like you said, like those are the little maninis and
the minnows that are caught with the big fish, always get hurt the most.
MR. SPENCE: Yes.
MR. VICTORINO: They never get a chance to go anywhere with their families. So I look forward to
working with you. I've been — we've met and we've gone over some of the stuff and I think
we've gone over some of the stuff and I think, Mr. -- Madam Chair, we're going to be able to
move along a lot more expedient, because this is the only issue we'll be dealing with, nothing
else. And I thank you very much for making this. I'd like to thank the Chair Mateo for putting
this together and making this Committee a possibility so that we can finish this plan and let the
communities get started with their plans. Thank you, Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you, Member Victorino. Any other comments? Seeing none, let's get to work.
If every one of you will open your book with the brown label and the brown spine? Let's start
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on the very first page that says, -- first there's a very beautiful picture and to the next page says,
Draft Maui Island Plan, and then we have Table of Contents, and following the Table of
Contents, we have Acknowledgements, and there are -- you can see many, many of the people
who helped, including, including a complete listing of all the people that were on the GPAC and
the Planning Commission and the Plan -- the Advisory Committee, and consultants, and just lots
and lots of people. And then we get to the Executive Summary. Mr. Spence, any comments on
the Executive Summary?
MR. SPENCE: Madam Chairman, I don't have any comments specific to the Executive Summary. I
know that there was testimony earlier that, you know, you would like to consider. The -- it was
on the Key Highlights, on the second page of the Executive Summary, the testimony was...
CHAIR BAISA: Incidentally, I want to make sure are we all together? Is, is everybody -- do you have
this in front of you? The Executive Summary, if you look at the back page, this one has writing
on two sides. Okay, go ahead, Mr. Spence. I'm sorry, I just want to make sure we're all
together.
MR. SPENCE: The comment was on one of the bullet points there, housing for workforce will remain
affordable in perpetuity. Housing that is approved as affordable will not be converted to free
market housing, And the, the comment is, well, the, the gist of the comment is there's a conflict
with Maui County Code, the Workforce Housing Policy with regards to the, I guess the Code
says, you know, it will remain affordable for I believe it's 25 years, and this here says, in
perpetuity. So they offer suggested language to resolve the conflict. And I, I would also say,
you don't want -- I would suggest that the Committee not limit itself when you see these
absolutes. When you say in perpetuity, you may be limiting, you know, if, if the Council or this
Council or some future Council wants to change the ordinance, you may have to go back and
change the, the plan as well because -- you understand what I'm saying?
CHAIR BAISA: Yes.
MR. SPENCE: If you don't want it in perpetuity, perhaps there's a project, a particular project that you
don't want that in perpetuity or you want people to gain, you know, the, the increased value of
the homes they purchased. Language like this may, may limit, you know, the Council's ability
to, to do things. So we just want -- as we go through this plan, we want to be very careful on
how these things are worded.
CHAIR BAISA: From Mr. Spence, am I hearing that...and, and for your reference, Members, this was
in the testimony that was given to us by Pam English from Maui Land and Pine, and she has it
highlighted for you on the, on the front page so that you can take a look at it. So Mr. Spence, are
you kind of commenting that you, you think this is something we should consider as a
Committee?
MR. SPENCE: It's certainly within the Committee's purview. The, the language that I see here,
suggested language on affordable housing, affordable housing with dignity for our workforce
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remains one of the most important issues we must face in the implementation of the General
Plan. It certainly adds a lot of flexibility to, you know, it, it is a highlight of the plan. It certainly
adds to, you know, it's not limiting the Council in any way.
CHAIR BAISA: Vice-Chair Couch?
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Madam Chair, two, two things. One is, this, this is a Executive Summary, so if
we do change this, we actually have to change the details further down or we have to at least be
mindful of the details further down. And I know you don't want to go back and forth, but I
might suggest that the Executive Summary be done at the end, so we, if we do make more
changes further on down in this document then we can summarize it at the end. So I would
suggest you -- we go through this at the very last thing we do.
CHAIR BAISA: Chair is open to suggestions. That, this is a democratic Committee. Member White?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Thank you, Madam Chair I think it is an important consideration based
on what Councilmember Victorino shared with us the other day, regarding the inability for
people to get funding for those houses that are deed restricted from sales. And so this, this
concept of perpetuity or in perpetuity is certainly one that I think we all support, but the, but in
practice at this moment, I believe it, it creates problems for buyers to get funding. And maybe
Mr. Victorino can add a little more to that?
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you very much, Mr. White, and I'm also aware that one of the reasons we had
to change the first-time homebuyer's program to grants rather than loans was that people were
going to financial institutions and they were looking at them as loans. And then the people
couldn't be eligible to buy homes, because it would throw their assets and liabilities statements
off. So it is a consideration but, you know, we can look this and if we want to change it, I'm sure
we can work on some wording that will work. Member Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, Madam, Madam Chair, thank you, and I think that coupled
with the fact that many institutions and including Federal programs like Fannie Mae and Freddie
Mac now, any deed restriction with 25 years, they're not going to consider it and I think that's,
that's what we were referring to along with what you were just saying also, yeah? And it's
something that we, you know, I would like to consider. I don't know if I like the language that
was inserted by Ms. English. I would prefer -- and, and, and at a appropriate time, I'll, I'll put up
a amendment for, for this, you know. We'll look at that. But something where affordable
housing may be converted to free marketing when approved by the Council or somebody,
something of that nature where the flexibility comes back to us so that or whoever the sitting
Council here, the decision-makers are us. We take the responsibility, the people put us in office,
they vote for us, they expect us to do the job. So maybe something like that, Mr. Spence, and
I'm, I'm just off the top of my head, but it's where the flexibility would not make it in perpetuity.
In other words, it can change, but it would take some kind of action to change it, not just at the
wind. Because I think still a lot of us remember, Mr. Spence, and I'll give you three names,
Waiehu Heights, Skill Village, Kilauea Mauka, and I don't have to say any more, and anybody
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doesn't understand that, those were County homes built with ten years. Ten years went like that
and then the market took off and many of those people turned around and sold those homes for
five and six hundred thousand dollars when they had originally bought in some for under
hundred thousand, and the public out there still there are cries to me even to this day, of being
upset about something like that. But we didn't know better. I mean, nobody knew the market
would take off, Madam Chair, like nobody knew the market would collapse like it is. So, hard,
when economic times change, we all seem to be sitting in the seat, and sometimes the seat is very
hot. Thank you, Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: Correct. Member Couch?
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Just a, a question of procedure, Madam Chair. Are we going to do this by
consensus or you want motions and...
CHAIR BAISA: We're going to have motions and seconds -VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Okay.
CHAIR BAISA: --because it is really important that we wrap this up. However, I understand what you
said, and it appears that we may need some help in crafting some language, and I do not have a
problem with deferring this until we get through this section and coming back and saying maybe
we need to tweak this Executive Summary because it is kind of a summary of the Chapter. But I
did want us to go in an orderly fashion. Mr. Spence, would you be able to help us craft some
language maybe later?
MR. SPENCE: Yes, Madam Chair, I'd be happy to.
CHAIR BAISA: Alright, thank you very much. Okay, is there any other comments that you'd like to
make on the Executive Summary? If not, Chair is going to move on.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Okay.
CHAIR BAISA: Okay, let's start with the Introduction Session, Section. You have before you the
matrix, and if you'll look in this corner, it tells you Introduction. So if you're not all lost, you
have a lot of paper. This is a real problem.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Madam Chair, is this the one that's dated 2-8-2011?
CHAIR BAISA: It's 2-18-2000 -- I mean, 2-17-2011.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No, I don't -CHAIR BAISA: And it should have a pink banner at the --
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: We don't have that, Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: You don't have pink. Yours didn't copy pink? Oh, well.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: But ours says 2-8-2011, Madam Chair.
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Yeah ...(Inaudible)...2008.
CHAIR BAISA: It's the one.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: It's the one, okay.
CHAIR BAISA: Mr. Raatz says it's the right one.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you, Mr. Raatz, don't confuse us.
CHAIR BAISA: Okay, because we want to make sure we're looking at the right paper otherwise it's
just going to get crazier.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yes, thank you, Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: Okay, the first item, and I'll ask, Mr. Spence, if he would take us through this. Now
what the Chair would like to do, Mr. Spence will read the amendments and, and the text that he'd
like us to look at. Chair will ask for a motion and a second; we will discuss it; if there are
amendments we'll make them; if the amendments pass, we'll add them; if they fail, they're done;
and at the end, we'll approve the section. So we're gonna go section by section. We're gonna
start with the text, okay? Mr. Spence?
MR. SPENCE: Okay, thank you, Madam Chair. Members this is, comes from Page 1-2, this is
Paragraph 4.
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Madam Chair, excuse me? What if we have something that's before
something that's on this matrix? You want us to do it after we are done with the matrix?
CHAIR BAISA: Why don't we take him first?
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Okay.
CHAIR BAISA: And then we'll open it for you, okay?
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Okay, go ahead, Mr. Spence.
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MR. SPENCE: Thank you. The way that I read this paragraph and the, the five bullet points following,
the paragraph says, it is not the intent to review ministerial permits for consistency with the plan,
and then the next sentence goes on and says, we're not going to, except for these particular maps.
So if the -- there's really, there's two kinds of permits. There's ministerial permits and there's
discretionary permits. The ministerial permits are like your building permits. You meet the
Building Codes, you get a building permit. You meet your setbacks, you get a building permit,
electrical permit, et cetera. This paragraph the way that it's written would make ministerial
permits or at least it would, it says that it would, you would then have to consider the scenic
corridor protection map, the regional transportation network map, et cetera. I-- just even, even if
there wasn't a conflict, I would not want to have this in the plan. We want to have ministerial
permits being ministerial. We have plenty of discretionary permits that come before the
Commission, my office, and the Council.
CHAIR BAISA: Mr. Spence, what is really important I think as we consider this particular thing is that
everybody understands what a ministerial permit is.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Yes.
CHAIR BAISA: Can you, can you just define that very carefully?
MR. SPENCE: Yes. A ministerial permit, you have, it's just like the Building Code. You have a code
set up, if you're going to build a house, a wood-frame house, every stud is 16-inches on center,
you have certain braces, you have certain load capacities. You present a plan to Public Works.
They go through and they look through those plans and they say, okay, these, it meets the
Building Codes. They're going to review the electrical in the same way. Your electrical plan, it
meets certain codes. So long as it meets those codes, you get a building permit. It doesn't go
before a body like the Planning Commission, that particular permit. It does not go before a
Committee of the County Council. It's something that you meet the codes, and you, you get
your permit, and they will tell you when you do not meet those codes, I promise you.
ALL: ...(Chuckling)...
MR. SPENCE: So, you know, but so there's an effort just to meet that. So, for this language, I'm, I'm
just crossing out where the permits have to meet the intent of these other maps. I don't think
that's -- then they're not ministerial permits. And then we clarify a little bit here that the Maui
island maps, the plan maps provide background information, background and information to
their related policies. So just clarifying the intent of the maps and saying that ministerial permits
are gonna not be affected by this plan.
CHAIR BAISA: Mr. Couch?
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Do you want me to talk to you about the testimony? You asked me to bring up
testimony, do you want it before the motion or after the motion?
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CHAIR BAISA: Let's make the motion, and then we'll discuss it.
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Alright, Madam Chair, I move that we amend Paragraph 4, as follows and
delete the bulleted text as noted in Item No. a of our matrix. So move.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Second the motion, Mr. Chair, Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: We a motion by Mr. Couch, and a second by Mr. Victorino. Mr. Couch?
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Thank you, Madam Chair. We do, I would call the body's attention to
Mr. Mayer's testimony, and he has some concerns about the word "ministerial" is not defined
and it's not in the glossary.
CHAIR BAISA: Mr. Hokama?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Madam Chair, I believe it's already defined in Chapter 2.80B,
ministerial permits is not a judgment or discretionary decision. It is based upon criteria that
needs to be met.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you, Mr. Hokama. Any additional discussion about this item? Seeing none, all
those in favor of the amendment say "aye".
COUNCIL MEMBERS: "Aye".
CHAIR BAISA: Opposed "no". Motion carries. We have nine "ayes", no "noes".
VOTE:

AYES: Chair Baisa, Vice-Chair Couch, and Councilmembers Carroll, Cochran,
Hokama, Mateo, Pontanilla, Victorino, and White.
NOES: None.
ABSTAIN: None.
ABSENT: None.
EXC.: None.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION: APPROVAL of amendment to text identified as Matrix Item No. a
(Matrix document dated 02/08/2011).

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Madam Chair?
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CHAIR BAISA: Yes?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: May I make a request of the maker of the motion that -CHAIR BAISA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: -- especially when it comes to these amended motions that the
motion and the language be read aloud so that the public understands what's going on also?
CHAIR BAISA: Be happy to.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay, and that's very important. Even though it may be up there,
but sometimes it may not correlate with what we're doing up there.
CHAIR BAISA: Okay, not a problem.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thanks.
CHAIR BAISA: The easier this is for everybody to follow, the better.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you, Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: Okay, Mr. Spence?
MR. SPENCE: Thank you, Madam Chair. The next one comes from, proposed amendment comes from
Page 1-4, Paragraph 4. Really this is just a typo. During the General Plan Update, I'm just
moving around where it says the Planning Department's General Plan so it reads easier. It says,
during the General Plan Update process they[sicl have been, and I should have brought my
glasses, there have been several formats of, for public participation during the Focus Maui Nui
public outreach, the Planning Department's General Plan Update outreach events, Wailuku Main
Street, Tri-Isle Resource Center discussion panels, Hawaii 2050 workshops, General Plan
Advisory Committee Meetings, Planning Commission review, and County Council review.
CHAIR BAISA: Members ...
MR. SPENCE: It just reads easier.
CHAIR BAISA: It's kinda like housekeeping this way.
MR. SPENCE: Yes.
CHAIR BAISA: Any questions, Members? Comments? If not, Chair will entertain a motion to, to
make the correction.
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VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Madam Chair, I move that we revise text to clarify language as follows, for
Page 1-4, Paragraph 4: During the General Plan Update process there have been several formats
for public participation including Focus Maui Nui public outreach, the Planning Department's
General Plan Update outreach events, Wailuku Main Street, Tri-Isle Resource Center discussion
panels, Hawaii 2050 workshops, General Plan Advisory Committee meetings, Planning
Commission review, and County Council review.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Second, Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you very much. We have a motion by Member Couch, a second by Member
Victorino. Any discussion? Member Couch?
VICE CHAIR COUCH: Madam Chair for every -- for the public or whoever 's watching, it's No. b, if
you have your score sheet. Item b on our -CHAIR BAISA: On the matrix.
VICE CHAIR COUCH: --on the matrix, yeah.
CHAIR BAISA: Any other questions, comments? All those in favor please say "aye".
COUNCIL MEMBERS: "Aye".
CHAIR BAISA: Opposed, "no". Motion carried. Mark it nine "ayes".
VOTE:

AYES: Chair Baisa, Vice-Chair Couch, and Councilmembers Carroll, Cochran,
Hokama, Mateo, Pontanilla, Victorino, and White.
NOES: None.
ABSTAIN: None.
ABSENT: None.
EXC.: None.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION: APPROVAL of amendment to text identified as Matrix Item No. b
(Matrix document dated 02/08/2011).

CHAIR BAISA: Moving on, Mr. Spence, next page.
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MR. SPENCE: Okay, thank you, Madam Chairman. This is Item c on the matrix. When I first read the
plan, this is, what this is, is the description of what the goals, the objectives, the policies actually
are and what they're intended to do. When I first read this, having been a planner for 20 years, I
didn't understand what these were and where the dividing line between the goals, objectives, and
policies were. So staff helped me craft some language as to exactly what these are and what
they're supposed -- the role they're supposed to play in the Maui Island Plan. So, you can see
that the, the, the changes are bold and underlined. If you would like me to read them or they can
be read by -- okay. So this is really just clarifying as we go through what the objectives, goals,
policies are.
CHAIR BAISA: Members, any comment? Seeing none, yes, Mr. Hokama?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: I, I, I'm sorry, Ms., Madam Chair, I think maybe my comments
would be more appropriate as part of the discussion after a motion is made.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you very much. Chair will entertain a motion to amend?
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Madam Chair, referring to Item No. c on our matrix. I would like to move to
revise the text on Page 1-6, Paragraph 4, 4 th sentence, to clarify the language as follows: Each
element contains a series of goals, objectives, policies, and actions. A goal is articulated as a
desired end-state, is aspirational, and is framed as a general statement of the desires of the
community in addressing a given issue. An objective, oftentimes measures or quantifiable —
oftentimes measurable or quantifiable, serves as a benchmark to monitor the achievement of the
goal. Both goals and objectives are intended to be guidelines and should not be construed as
regulations. A policy is a specific statement that provides direction to decision-makers and is
based on implementing goals and accomplishing objectives. The construction of a policy
determines whether it is intended to be a guideline or a regulation. An action is a procedure, a
program or a technique to carry out policies.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Madam Chair, I second the motion.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you very much. We have a motion by Member Couch, a second by
Member Victorino. Members, questions, comments? Member Hokama, would you like to
proceed?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Thank you, Madam Chair. I will be in support of this motion to
amend, and I thank the Director for presenting it to the Committee. You know, Madam Chair,
for those of us that have had tenure or some institutional generations with this County can look
back and, and again, maybe we'll use -- I'll use the example of what was part of the earlier
comments on the Executive Summary regarding housing. If you look at past plans, community
plans, General Plans, such as for, for one example like Central Maui, there was great aspirations
for affordable and market houses with the Maui Lani project, and this is a project that I would
say is at least maybe four decades old, but it got stuck in various processing regulatory as well as
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private sector issues that the project got stalled for decades. So when Governor Waihee was able
to in his Administration make housing a priority, because projects such as Maui Lani were stuck,
projects like Waiehu Terrace started -- was developed. And of course, the issue there with the
County was that for the State to make the project affordable, it didn't build to County standards,
and yet part of the State's program was then to turn over the project upon completion over to the
County which the County knew would then have to put in additional financial resource to make
that subdivision down the road become County standards.
For West Maui, at the old plans had great hope and envisionments for the Villages of Leialii to
provide affordable housing. When that project got stuck because of various important issues and
it ended up in a judicial process, where it happened and the outcry for housing was going to
happen. Then came other types of projects for West Maui that popped up. And my point is, I
would hope that we would take this into account and understand why we look at it as guidelines
and aspirations to achieve, because of current changes in future timing may not be able for us to
meet very restrictive and narrow policy requirements.
And I am hoping that the Council or this Committee will continue to look at it as an objective but
provide the flexibility, because we are going to have to respond faster to the ever-changing
dynamics of our County's requirements. And I would hate to be stuck and go through multiple,
governmental, bureaucratic process, because it takes so much time. By the time we may
eventually address it, the time will change again and there will be another situation. And so I
just share that because, you know, I've seen the things personally in the last 40 years change so
often that I would hate for, for us to be the cause on not responding in a timely manner. Thank
you.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you, Mr. Hokama. Any other comments in regard to this amendment? Seeing
none, all those in favor please say "aye" .
COUNCIL MEMBERS: "Aye".
CHAIR BAISA: Opposed "no". Amendment carries. Mark it unanimous, nine.
VOTE:

AYES: Chair Baisa, Vice-Chair Couch, and Councilmembers Carroll, Cochran,
Hokama, Mateo, Pontanilla, Victorino, and White.
NOES: None.
ABSTAIN: None.
ABSENT: None.
EXC.: None.

MOTION CARRIED.
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ACTION: APPROVAL of amendment to text identified as Matrix Item No. c
(Matrix document dated 02/08/2011).
CHAIR BAISA: Let's go to the next page, folks.
MR. SPENCE: Okay, Committee Members, Madam Chair, this is also, the next one, proposed
amendment also has to do with the maps, the clarity on exactly what these maps are for in the
plan. Some of the maps, as we go through the different elements, you'll see different things on
them. Certainly the growth maps, those are intended to be policy. That's going to be where is
growth going to occur? Those boundaries are gonna be really solid. Some of the maps,
however, are going to be informational only, you know, where are the reefs, where are the
watersheds, where are certain resources? You know, we've heard testimony today about
transportation corridors. These, you know, these are going to be very important informational
documents and every, every comprehensive plan that I've seen in, you know, different states,
whatnot, they all have these kind of informational maps in them that is very important.
For the purposes of, of this section here, I wanted to clarify the intent of the maps. As we go
through the plans, some of them are going to be informational, you know, background only.
Some of them will be used as the Council sometime in the future picks up ordinances. The maps
will be useful towards doing that. But then also, like I said, the, the growth maps will be, those
will be County policy, end of story.
The, I was very concerned that some of the maps that should be informational only, background
information, would be used for, as policy. I can see, having been to many Committee meetings
and Council meetings, you get the different attorneys standing up. I didn't want to — someone to
stand up and say, this map here is County policy, you must follow this, when the intent of it was
not that at all. Or likewise, you know, to have someone stand up and say that this is not County
policy when it was clearly the intent of the Council that we do follow certain things. So, you
know, we'll discuss the maps as we keep going. I think that the section here just provides more
clarity as to the intent of the maps as we adopt them.
CHAIR BAISA: Comments, Members?
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Madam Chair, I move to change the wording, to revise the text in Page 1, or
I'm sorry, 1-7, Paragraph 1 and 2, as proposed in matrix Item d as follows: Background maps
depict existing or projected baseline information (environmental conditions, population and
employment trend data, existing infrastructures [sic] -- facilities, et cetera) and are intended to
help the reader understand existing conditions that may have influenced proposed policy. These
maps oftentimes were developed to assist in both Directed Growth Strategy as well as to guide
the County in identifying and addressing relevant issues. These maps are not intended to be used
in decision-making or project review, but rather are informational in nature. Next paragraph.
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A policy map is a graphic expression of the Plan's policies. Many types of policies lend
themselves to well, well to graphic treatment such as the distribution of land uses, infrastructure,
and natural resources. Policy maps are primarily intended to provide useful information and
guidance in creating future regulations, management, or facility plans. Policy maps are typically
referenced in the applicable policies and actions. Maps throughout the Plan are appropriately
labeled and either background or as--I think that should say--as either background or policy
maps.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Yes.
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: All of the Directed Growth Maps are considered policy maps and have
regulatory implications.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Madam Chair, I second the motion.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you very much. We have a motion by Member Couch, second by Member
Victorino to amend to the language that's before us with one little change which is the, are
labeled and either-VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Should be "as".
CHAIR BAISA: -- "as" either -VICE-CHAIR COUCH; Yeah.
CHAIR BAISA: --sorry, instead of "and". Questions, comments? Member Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: The last sentence, consider policy maps and have regulatory
implications, "are" is that appropriate instead of "have" or does that, is that splitting hairs?
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: No, they do have.
CHAIR BAISA: Mr. -COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: They have or are they...
CHAIR BAISA: --Mr. Spence, any comments on this suggestion that we change "have regulatory
implications" to and "are regulatory"?
MR. SPENCE: We could reword that a little bit. I think, I think the meaning is, let's see, all the
Directed Growth Maps are considered policy maps and have regulatory implications. You are
saying in my view -COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: You, "are", is that too restrictive sounding, I mean, the "are"?
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MR. SPENCE: We could just say, "and are regulatory" period, and strike, "implications".
CHAIR BAISA: Member Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay.
CHAIR BAISA: If you'd like to make that motion?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: I'm just trying to search for, you know, more definitive -CHAIR BAISA: Member Cochran, Chair will -COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: -- and so do you think that -- you concur on that? Will that help or
does -MR. SPENCE: It would have the same meaning in my view.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Oh, okay. Well...
MR. SPENCE: But if that's clearer for the Committee, that's fine with me.
CHAIR BAISA: Chair will entertain that motion if you'd like to amend.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: You want to amend that motion?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yeah, I make a motion to amend.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Unnecessary.
CHAIR BAISA: Would you say the whole thing for the benefit of viewers?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: The -- from the beginning?
CHAIR BAISA: No, just that sentence we're doing the little amendment on.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Oh, to amend the sentence, all of the Directed Growth Maps are
considered policy maps and are--insert are--or have regulatory period, and delete "implications"
period.
CHAIR BAISA: Okay. So it's, "and are regulatory" period?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yes.
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CHAIR BAISA: Do we have a second?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Second.
CHAIR BAISA: Member Hokama seconded. So we have a motion by Member Cochran, a second by
Member Hokama to amend the language. Any discussion? Seeing none, all those in favor say
"aye"
COUNCIL MEMBERS: "Aye".
CHAIR BAISA: Opposed, "no".
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No.
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: No.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Roll call, Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: We need a roll call. Mr. Raatz, or somebody, please?
MR. RAATZ: Councilmember Carroll?
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: "Aye".
MR. RAATZ: Council Chair Mateo?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: "Aye".
MR. RAATZ: Councilmember Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: "Aye".
MR. RAATZ: Committee Vice-Chair Couch?
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: "No".
MR. RAATZ: Councilmember Hokama?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: "Aye".
MR. RAATZ: Councilmember Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: "No".
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MR. RAATZ: Councilmember White?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: "No".
MR. RAATZ: Councilmember Pontanilla?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: "No".
MR. RAATZ: Committee Chair Baisa?
CHAIR BAISA: "Aye". Amendment carries.
MR. RAATZ: By a five-to-four vote.
CHAIR BAISA: Five to four.
VOTE:

AYES: Chair Baisa and Councilmembers Carroll, Cochran, Hokama, Mateo.
NOES: Vice-Chair Couch and Councilmembers Pontanilla, Victorino, and
White.
ABSTAIN: None.
ABSENT: None.
EXC.: None.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION: APPROVE amendment to main motion.
CHAIR BAISA: Okay, so now we have an amended amendment. Any other amendments that anybody
wants to make to this section? Any further discussion? If not, all those -COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Chairman?
CHAIR BAISA: Yes?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Can you read the sentence again, how it's going to end up?
CHAIR BAISA: It's going to end up, that last sentence -COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Yes.
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CHAIR BAISA: --All of the Directed Growth Maps are considered policy maps and are regulatory.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Okay.
CHAIR BAISA: Okay. Any further discussion? Otherwise, all those in favor of the amended
amendment say "aye".
COUNCIL MEMBERS: "Aye".
CHAIR BAISA: Opposed, "no". Motion carries. So it passes. Everybody got that amendment, okay?
Thank you, Members.
VOTE:

AYES: Chair Baisa, Vice-Chair Couch, and Councilmembers Carroll, Cochran,
Hokama, Mateo, Pontanilla, Victorino, and White.
NOES: None.
ABSTAIN: None.
ABSENT: None.
EXC.: None.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION: APPROVAL of amendment to text identified as Matrix Item No. d
(Matrix document dated 02/08/2011).
CHAIR BAISA: Moving on, Mr. Spence?
MR. SPENCE: Thank you, Madam Chair. The next proposed amendment comes from Page 1-8, the
section of the plan is talking about the Great Mahele. I look at the language in the very first
paragraph and I, I just have concerns about mostly references to newcomers, even perhaps
Westerners. The, the thought is, is that, you know, this is a government document and it's, you
know, the term "newcomers" is considered discriminatory in a lot of circles, so I just wanted to
clarify that. Revising this, the -- but it is true, the concept of, of fee simple land ownership is a
Western concept, and you know, and I think that's very fair to say and they did, you know, they
saw a great opportunity for financial gain. So I think the, the, the intent of the section is true. I
just, I just, I'm uncomfortable putting such language in a government document such as this. It's
editorializing.
CHAIR BAISA: Chair will entertain a motion to amend.
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VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Madam Chair, page — I move to revise text of Page 1-8, Paragraph 3, second
sentence as depicted in matrix Item No. e to read as follows: The concept of private, fee-simple,
land ownership was introduced by Westerners who saw great economic opportunities in the
islands and wanted to change the Hawaiian land tenure system.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I second the motion, Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: I have a motion by Member Couch, and a second by Member Victorino. Comments?
Yes, Member Hokama?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: I appreciate the Planning Director's advice or recommendation to the
Committee, but you know, for those of us that have long standing in our communities, this is a
very sensitive and touchy thing especially for our families who are so inter-mixed. You know,
most of our families are, have part-Hawaiians. Chinese, I mean, I mean, you talk about who is
Hawaii? We are Hawaii right here. And, you know, for me it's a, it's a very touchy thing and
sensitive issue there, Madam Chair, and you know, I, I, I'm having difficulty with this right now,
to be very honest with you and my fellow colleagues, and I don't know if I'm ready to make a
decision on this now. You know, I'm sure my own family is gonna give me their thoughts about
it one way or another. You know, I just, you know, again, I would just say for myself, it's, it's
very difficult, because for -- in my family for those that have the Hawaiian, native Hawaiian
blood, it's a very strong sentiment of why we are where we are today, and I'll just leave it at, at
that, Madam Chair. I mean, I'm sure we all have our family members that have a great sense of
feeling regarding this component. Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Madam Chair?
CHAIR BAISA: Member Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Madam Chair, you know, although, I thank the Director for trying
to get some clarification and I do agree with the removal of "newcomers". I think, you know,
that I agree without any, you know, and putting, the way the sentence reads, who saw great
economic opportunity, that's not a problem in my mind. But I think I'd like to make a motion to
put back, to remove, "wanted to change the Hawaiian land tenure system", and reinsert, were
becoming, were becoming increasingly frustrated with the Hawaiian land tenure system. To me,
that intent was to show the real cause of some of the real problems today, and that's my motion if
somebody wants to second it, fine. But I'd like to take that part out, and reinsert "were
becoming increasingly frustrated with the Hawaiian land tenure system".
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Second.
CHAIR BAISA: We have a second. We have a motion by Member Victorino to amend the amendment
and we have a second by Member Couch. We've heard Member Victorino. Member Victorino,
you want to speak to... (Inaudible)...
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, very quickly, Madam Chair, and I don't wanna, but I do
agree that the host culture, and, and Hawaii is many ethnicities, all put to one, and all of us have
Hawaiian in our families. Some of us have no Hawaiian blood as quantum, but Hawaiian by
heart. But more importantly, I think I want to keep in this case, what the intent of the original
GPAC members were, and that was to show the challenge that we face and there will be more as
time goes on. So I would rather see that language reinserted and the other part, changing
newcomers to "who", I have no problem with that Madam Chair. I, I think that is maybe more
appropriate, but that would, I would -- that's my take on it and I'll listen to the other Members as
they talk.
CHAIR BAISA: Any other comments from the Members? Member Mateo, did you have something
you want to add?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: No, not to the, not to Mr....
CHAIR BAISA: Not to the amendment?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Yeah, thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Member Pontanilla?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman. You know, I'm in agreement with
Member Hokama in regards to the word, "newcomer" 'cause when you talk to the old Hawaiians
basically that's what it was. So I, I am, I'm for leaving the language as is.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Yeah.
CHAIR BAISA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: I can now, Madam Chair, then.
CHAIR BAISA: Okay -COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Since it's open, Madam Chair.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: ... (Laughter)...
CHAIR BAISA: Member Mateo, by all means.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Thank you very, thank you much, Madam Chairman, and like
Mr. Hokama, I, I, I have a hard time with this. What we actually looking at, this is reality, this is
history, and I don't care how nice we use the, the American words, it's not going to change
history. Let's call it as it is, let's leave it as it is, and let's get on with the rest of the work. It's
not going to impact or change anything else. I think one's sensitivity, that's, that's measurable.
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You know, your sensitivity may be different from mine and vice versa, so we're just trying to be
nice, softening blows but this is, this is facts, this is reality. So I am not in, you know. I'm not
going to support any amendment, because I think we should just revert back to the language that
currently exists. Thank you, Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: Any other comments? Member Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Um, yeah, I, I. I concur with Mr. Pontanilla, Hokama, and Chair
Mateo also. I would like to see, the um...the sentence stay as is.
CHAIR BAISA: Any other comments? If not...Member White?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Thank you, Madam Chair. I would agree with leaving the language as
is.
CHAIR BAISA: Okay, well let's take a vote on the amendment to the amendment that's on the floor -...(Laughing)...
COUNCIL MEMBERS: ...(Laughter)...
CHAIR BAISA: --unless the maker would like to withdraw that amendment?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: You know, what, I just withdraw it because, you know, at this
point in time, I mean, what I've changed was one "word", who -- from, from "newcomer" to
"who", and it seems to get everybody excited. You know, to me, let's call a spade, a spade.
"Who" and "newcomer" is the same word in the sense of this context of the sentence. But if the- the body feels more comfortable, God bless you guys all. Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: ...(Chuckles)...
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Seconder with -- I'll also withdraw.
CHAIR BAISA: Oh, so our amendment to the amendment fails. It's been withdrawn. It's been
withdrawn. So now we have the amendment before us.
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Madam Chair?
CHAIR BAISA: And I think we pretty much heard. Member Couch?
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: I haven't been able to say my piece. ...(Laughing)...
COUNCIL MEMBERS: ...(Laughter)...
CHAIR BAISA: Your turn, go right ahead.
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UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: You know.
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Unfortunately, I cannot speak what I wanna say because I made the original
motion. I'd be willing, and I'm not allowed to speak against my own motion.
CHAIR BAISA: Well, I thank you for being the sacrificial lamb; however, you can vote.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: You can vote on it.
CHAIR BAISA: You can vote.
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: I would actually like to withdraw the motion if I could?
CHAIR BAISA: It's, it's your motion.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: ...(Inaudible)... withdraw the motion.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, I can withdraw the second on the original motion, I
withdraw the second.
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Yes, I withdraw the original motion.
CHAIR BAISA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Madam Chair?
CHAIR BAISA: The motion and the second are withdrawn. So again, the Chair has called for a
motion, and I obviously do not have anybody who wants to make that motion.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Madam Chair?
CHAIR BAISA: Yes?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I will make the motion for the sake of moving this meeting along.
I move on Page 1-8, Paragraph 3, comma, second, the second sentence to read: The concept of
land ownership was introduced by the Westerners. This newcomers recognized the great
opportunity in the islands were becoming increasingly frustrated with the Hawaiian land tenure
system.
CHAIR BAISA: So you essentially want to keep the same language?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Exactly.
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CHAIR BAISA: Oh, can we —
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Motion.
CHAIR BAISA: Yeah, we won't need a motion. If we just don't have a motion, it stays the same.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay, then we keep it the same, and then. that's it.
CHAIR BAISA: Okay. Mr. Raatz, are we okay? Okay, and Member, I mean, planner, Spence, you
know the situation?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Moving right along.
MR. SPENCE: Yes, and I -CHAIR BAISA: Okay, all right, moving on.
MR. SPENCE: --and Madam Chair, I would, I would certainly acknowledge this Committee's
sentiments. I appreciate the comments that have been made.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you very much. Okay, Members, moving onto our next, next matrix.
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Madam Chair?
CHAIR BAISA: Yes?
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: We did talk about other things that weren't on the matrix.
CHAIR BAISA: Yes, go right ahead.
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Just for, again, clarity and maybe to move it on real quick, Page I-1, first
paragraph, about the third sentence where it says this: The meetings have been held over this last
three years, we should say several because it's been five so far.
CHAIR BAISA: Can you give us the, the, the numbers?
MR. SPENCE: ... (Chuckling)...
CHAIR BAISA: I-1?
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: I-1, yes.
CHAIR BAISA: And how far --
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VICE-CHAIR COUCH: It says, the Maui Island Plan, it's the third sentence, I believe.
CHAIR BAISA: Okay, I see it. "Last three", you want to change that to "several"?
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: To "several". Just because to be accurate.
CHAIR BAISA: Maybe we can get an accurate number. Planning, you folks have a number we can put
in?
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: It's going to change by the time we're -- it finished.
CHAIR BAISA: Oh, okay. Okay.
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: So I would like it to be less -- we can just change it to decade.
...(Laughing)...
ALL: ... (Laughter)...
CHAIR BAISA: Let's hope it's not.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: It makes sense, yeah?
CHAIR BAISA: Let's hope it's not a decade.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Or next century.
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: I move that we put "several" in there.
CHAIR BAISA: "Several", okay.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Second, second.
CHAIR BAISA: Do we have a second?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Right here.
CHAIR BAISA: I have a motion by Member Couch, seconded by Member Victorino. And let's see,
that's a change, through a series of community meetings held over "the last three years", to "the
last several years". Any discussion? All those in favor say, "aye".
COUNCIL MEMBERS: "Aye".
CHAIR BAISA: Opposed "no". Motion carries. So that will be several years.
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VOTE:

AYES: Chair Baisa, Vice-Chair Couch, and Councilmembers Carroll, Cochran,
Hokama, Mateo, Pontanilla, Victorino, and White.
NOES: None.
ABSTAIN: None.
ABSENT: None.
EXC.: None.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION: APPROVAL of amendment to text on Page I-1, Paragraph 1,
Sentence.

3rd

CHAIR BAISA: Any, any other?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Madam Chair?
CHAIR BAISA: Yes?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: You know, the second sentence?
CHAIR BAISA: Yes?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Maybe for some clarity from the Planning Department, is the
second sentence almost describing the first sentence?
CHAIR BAISA: On that same page?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: On that same, I-1, I'm sorry.
CHAIR BAISA: Okay, I-1 on the top, second sentence. Mr. Spence, can you comment?
MR. SUMMERS: Thank you Madam Chair. I think the purpose of the second sentence was to
recognize that we're a very diverse community, and that the plan really needs to reflect that in
terms of addressing a variety of needs. So I think that's, that's the point that's a little different
than what's stated in the first sentence.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Okay, 'cause, you know, when I look at future growth,
economy, social, and environmental decisions, those are basically some of the broad variety of
needs that we need to take care of. My two cents.
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CHAIR BAISA: So, so Member Pontanilla, you find that redundant?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: I find it redundant.
CHAIR BAISA: If you do, you're very welcome to -COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Okay.
CHAIR BAISA: -- make a, a suggestion. You know, you can make an amendment?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Madam Chair, I would like to amend -CHAIR BAISA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: --that we remove the second sentence in its entirety.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I'll second the motion for discussion.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Second.
CHAIR BAISA: We have a motion by Member Pontanilla. A second by Member Victorino. Any
discussion? Any further discussion? Member Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Can I interject how to incorporate both sentences?
CHAIR BAISA: Absolutely. I mean, we're in discussion on the amendment.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay, that's discussion? Okay. To...I guess it would just blend in,
I don't know if we want to start this sentence as, Maui is our home, the Maui Island Plan or the
Maui Island Plan — so, okay, let me reverse. Say: Maui, Maui is our home, the Maui Island Plan
is a blueprint, blab, blab, blab, that provides direction for future growth -- or provides direction
such as -- oh, wait, provides direction that accommodates a broad variety of needs such as future
growth, economy, social, and the sentence continues from there.
CHAIR BAISA: Okay, we got, we got that up there.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: You know, kind of make sense?
CHAIR BAISA: Comments? Planning, comments? Yes, Simone, I see you trying to get a word in?
MS. BOSCO: Good afternoon, Simone, speaking. I would, to keep it simple and not change too much,
just recommend we make a deletion to the phrase, "must be a blueprint that", in the second
sentence that way there's no redundancy.
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah
MS. BOSCO: That's a possibility.
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Oh, yeah, that is perfect.
CHAIR BAISA: Okay.
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: That's perfect.
CHAIR BAISA: Yeah, the maker of that amendment, would you accept, will you -COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Urn, yes.
CHAIR BAISA: -- withdraw your amendment?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I withdraw my second.
CHAIR BAISA: And do we have a second withdrawal?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, I withdraw.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Yes.
CHAIR BAISA: And then we'll have a new amendment proposed?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay, go ahead.
CHAIR BAISA: Mr. Pontanilla, you want to propose what Simone suggested?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: If Simone could read that again?
MS. BOSCO: Thank you. I suggested that we delete the phrase "must be a blueprint that", and that's in
the second sentence.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Oh okay, fine.
CHAIR BAISA: Do we have a second?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Second, Madam Chair.
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CHAIR BAISA: Thank you. We have a motion and a second, a motion by Member Pontanilla,
seconded by Member Victorino, and you've heard the amendment. Any discussion? Sounds
like we're okay now. All those in favor, say "aye".
COUNCIL MEMBERS: "Aye".
CHAIR BAISA: Opposed, "no". Motion carries.
VOTE:

AYES: Chair Baisa, Vice-Chair Couch, and Councilmembers Carroll, Cochran,
Hokama, Mateo, Pontanilla, Victorino, and White.
NOES: None.
ABSTAIN: None.
ABSENT: None.
EXC.: None.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION: APPROVAL of amendment to text on Page I-1, Paragraph 1, 2 nd
Sentence.

CHAIR BAISA: Are there any further amendments that you'd like to make to this section? Mr. -MR. SPENCE: Madam Chairman?
CHAIR BAISA: --Mr. Spence?
MR. SPENCE: Yes, and staff is reminding me, and I thank them for this. The map, I-1, in the very
back portion of this, the Introductory Section.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Uh huh.
MR. SPENCE: Just on this map what the -- remember we talked about we're gonna be labeling these
maps as for background information -COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Right.
MR. SPENCE: --or for policy? This is going to be one for informational purposes. So we're, on this
map we're going to label it, label it, background.
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Not I-1?
MR. SPENCE: Well, we'll label it I-1, but somewhere, somewhere on this map we're going to be
identifying it for background purposes only. It's not intended to be regulatory.
CHAIR BAISA: ... (Inaudible)...
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, Madam Chair?
CHAIR BAISA: ... (Inaudible)...
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Well, well, my question is, what determined this to be regulatory
in the first place?
MR. SPENCE: No, it did not.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Well, yeah, so, so why go, why, why...
CHAIR BAISA: It's not labeled. So we want to label it now because there are two kinds of maps.
There's ... (Inaudible)...
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Oh, okay, okay.
CHAIR BAISA: --and informational.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Oh, okay, okay. I understand. Okay. I apologize, Madam Chair,
I was like, I was looking for something that tells me that it was —
MR. SPENCE: Yeah.
CHAIR BAISA: Chair will...
MR. SPENCE: It's not. We would just like to go ahead and label it for clarity.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Sorry, sorry.
CHAIR BAISA: Chair will entertain a motion to allow that?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: So move.
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: So move. Yeah.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you very much.
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Second, Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: I have a motion by Mr. Hokama, seconded by ...(Inaudible)... Mr. Couch. Any
discussion? Seeing none, all those in favor say, "aye".
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.
CHAIR BAISA: No. Motion is carried.

VOTE:

AYES: Chair Baisa, Vice-Chair Couch, and Councilmembers Carroll, Cochran,
Hokama, Mateo, Pontanilla, Victorino, and White.
NOES: None.
ABSTAIN: None.
ABSENT: None.
EXC.: None.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION: APPROVE.

CHAIR BAISA: Anything else that you would like to work on in the Introductory chapter? And the
Chair is well-aware that you have ...(Inaudible)... on affordable housing, and we'll come back
to that. I don't think we can complete it at this meeting 'cause we're running out of time, and
that will give the Planning Department some time to discuss, if you don't mind?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No objections, Madam Chair.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Chairman?
CHAIR BAISA: We can move on. Yes, Member Pontanilla?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you. On I-10?
CHAIR BAISA: I-10, okay.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: First paragraph. Maui Land and Pine, shouldn't that be Maui
Land and Pineapple? So I want to make a motion to amend.
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COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Second.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I thought we did that? I thought somewhere in this last term we
took that out and that was supposed to have been changed, right, Simone? I, I remember that
being discussed.
CHAIR BAISA: I agree. I think it's an oversight.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: And I think somebody never did it, but, Mr. Pontanilla, this was
done. I remember the new company was put in because Maui Land and Pine -COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Mr. Victorino, I'm looking at -CHAIR BAISA: What is before you.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: --my page, yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Well?
CHAIR BAISA: I think that what has happened is that we left some of the non-substantive corrections
to Staff, and you know, Staff has been very busy trying to catch all these things, but we can
remind them again. This needs to be corrected.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Okay.
CHAIR BAISA: Mr. Raatz, do we need a motion for that?
MR. RAATZ: Thank you, Madam Chair. This is probably a good opportunity to clarify that for the text
and narrative section of each of the chapters, there were notes made last term as the Committee
reviewed Chapters 1 through 7, and Staff is conducting an independent review as well to check
things relating to grammar and consistency and things like that.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Okay, fine.
MR. RAATZ: So, that's one reason we don't have the text displayed in the matrix documents, like the
policies. We're not asking for the body to go line by line over the text necessarily. Motions are
welcome, and, and it's fine to try to clarify things, but again, we're going to be doing a review,
and some of that already occurred last term.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Okay, fine. Because, again, you know, myself and Member
Mateo weren't on the Committee, so if there were some minor changes that need to be made, you
know, we weren't aware so, or I wasn't aware.
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CHAIR BAISA: Thank you, thank you, Member Pontanilla. You know, the more sets of eyes that look
at this, even if it's redundant that's okay, because if we did it, fine. If we didn't, we'll catch it.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Okay, good.
CHAIR BAISA: Member Couch?
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Madam Chair, just to be clear, this is the document that came from the
Planning Department? None of the work that was done in the past term is in this document, is
that correct?
CHAIR BAISA: On the text.
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: On the text?
CHAIR BAISA: Yeah.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: That's correct.
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Okay. I just want to be clear.
CHAIR BAISA: The matrixes have been corrected.
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Madam Chair?
CHAIR BAISA: Yes?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Real quickly. And I think to be fair, you know, we're gonna
proceed like this, and, and, and I forgot, and I apologize. You and I are the only two -CHAIR BAISA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: -- that was here all the way through.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. So we got seven that don't know, and two that has historic
perspective, and I'm going to get my mouth into a lot of trouble every time saying, oh, I
remember this, I remember that.
CHAIR BAISA: No.
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: And I apologize, gang. But, would it be possible especially with
the chapters that we are on immediately to get all those changes so that we're not doing this a
time in and time again? I don't know, Madam Chair, it's just that it seems like, or else I'll just
not say nothing until the very end and say, what about? So I don't know, it's just if you're right
in what we had worked on, if we're on Chapter 1, just that Chapter 1 or Chapter 2 so that they're
all up to snuff to where we were and then we can change whatever we feel needs to be changed?
CHAIR BAISA: Mr. Victorino, I can make that request from the Planning Department. Again, this is
our maiden voyage.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I know, sorry.
CHAIR BAISA: We are learning today, you know, how -- what we need to know, and where
everybody's at. This is a new Committee essentially because only two of us are holdovers. And
you know, I didn't realize that. I always thought we had four of us, not realizing that two of you
were not on the Planning Committee last term. So we are very new in this Committee and we
need the corporate memory. Thank you for having some. I'll try to have some. But I don't
know if, if Planning Department can help us by finishing the word smithing of the chapter that
we're gonna discuss that day so we have the actual wording rather than what's in the book that
may have been corrected for the text. Mr. Summers, can you help? I hate to ask you to make a
commitment but I think we need to.
MR. RAATZ: Madam Chair, if Committee Staff could interject? I think that would really be a
Committee Staff responsibility.
CHAIR BAISA: Okay.
MR. RAATZ: If that's the request that, that the body wants to make to Staff
CHAIR BAISA: Would you be able to handle that for us?
MR. RAATZ: Certainly.
CHAIR BAISA: I mean, I know you already work 14 hours a day, but -- and weekends.
...(Laughing)...
VICE-CHARI COUCH: Hey, they get 24.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Sorry, David, sorry.
CHAIR BAISA: No, these people have an awful lot of responsibility, so I try to be understanding about
it. But if it facilitates our work, it's very important. We need to get through this, and the less
confusion we have, the better. So we'll do that for the next meeting. Okay, let's continue. We
got a little bit of time left. Let's start on the Population Chapter. We're all pau with, with -- we
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do? Oh, okay. Mr. Pontanilla, we have a hanging motion to amend that Maui Land and Pine
thing, if you could withdraw it?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Yeah, I'll withdraw that motion. Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: And we have a second -VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Second withdraw.
CHAIR BAISA: -- Mr. Victorino or Mr. Couch, whoever did it? Thank you very much. So that we
don't have a dangling motion. Thank you very much. ...(Laughing)...
COUNCILMEMBER: ...(Laughter)...
CHAIR BAISA: Okay, Misters, are we -- anything more in this Introductory Chapter? I cannot take
final vote on it because we have this piece that's hanging. So...
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Madam Chair?
CHAIR BAISA: Yes?
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: My, my comment was at the end of the whole process a year from now -CHAIR BAISA: Yes.
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: -- that we should address the Executive Summary, because the Executive
Summary is the Executive Summary of the whole document. So there's no way we can really do
the Executive Summary until we're done with all the changes we've made.
CHAIR BAISA: So . .(Inaudible).
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: So that was my, my suggestion.
CHAIR BAISA: So then we can adopt what we've done and this will be later?
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: That is correct.
CHAIR BAISA: Mr. Raatz, do we need some formal action for that? Or can we just proceed?
MR. RAATZ: I think we can proceed. Madam Chair. The Staff has made a note of that that we'll need
to revisit the Executive Summary before final action.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you very much. And he will help the Chair remember. You know the Chair
has senior moments. So --
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Madam, Madam Chair?
CHAIR BAISA: --are, are we done with Introduction?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, well -CHAIR BAISA: Member Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: --and, and, and just to tack onto that, remember last session there
were things that were changed that we were going to go back to the Executive Summary in the
first place. So I think that was our original decision when we came back on the final pass to
change the Executive Summary. So what we're intending to do and what Mr. Raatz has said, we
already are been -- we have been doing from the first go-around. So now the second go-around,
we can continue and then make the changes at the end.
Okay, any more comments or changes for the Introductory section?
CHAIR BAISA:
Member Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you, Chair Baisa. Just need clarification. So, I'm hearing
there's been changes prior, but what we have in front of us is not that?
CHAIR BAISA: Only in the text.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: And what -- I guess I'm following off of Jo Anne Johnson's notes
in her book right here and it shows all kinds of changes. So -CHAIR BAISA: Yeah, all kinds of changes, where?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Now, I'm looking at her Vision Statement and Core Values section.
CHAIR BAISA: Well, that's —
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: So -CHAIR BAISA: We need to look at what we're looking at.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Well, no it's part of the Introduction section.
CHAIR BAISA: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: And so, just curious if there's another — if there's updated version?
Is -- and, and --
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CHAIR BAISA: This is what we're asking them for so we'll have it for our next meeting.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay, okay, thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Okay?
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Good.
CHAIR BAISA: For what we've done -UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Yeah, really.
CHAIR BAISA: -- you know, I want you to understand that look at what we were able to do in one
meeting. It kind of scares me, because remember this was the Introduction, and this tells me that
if we're lucky in six more meetings, you know, we might, we might make it. So please be aware
of the enormity of the task before us, and the commitment we have to make to being prepared,
doing homework, paying attention to testifiers so that we know where we need to make changes,
and we'll all work together and we'll get through this. But it is not an easy thing. It takes a lot
of attention. And this is why somebody said, well, why don't we go for a whole day? And my
answer to that was, I don't know about you guys, by the end of three or four hours, I am brain
dead of this kind of intensity. This requires a lot of intensity. So we'll just pick up where we -at the next meeting, and we will try to get through Population. I am not gonna agendize
Heritage, because I think better we are conservative than we try to put too much on the agenda.
It doubles the testimony and then we have less time to work.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: So I think we'll do Population on the next agenda, and we will deal with the Executive
Summary at the very end. And we will also have the text for both the Introduction and the
Population at the next meeting which I would like us to take a look at before we approve what
we've done in totality. Yes?
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Madam Chair, if we could recognize Planning Department? They're having a
fit over there.
ALL: ...(Laughter)...
MR. SPENCE: Well, I would say, my -CHAIR BAISA: Are you having a fit?
MR. SPENCE: -- a member of my staff has very strong feelings.
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CHAIR BAISA: Well, that's okay. They have a right to have strong feelings. They've worked hard on
this. Go ahead.
MR. SPENCE: Oh, and I recognize that work. It's it's pretty amazing. Madam Chair, the staff's
comment is that the Population if, if you wanted to at least start on the Heritage area, the
Heritage section, because the -- what we're going to cover in Population, they're relatively minor
changes. Well, they're, they're not minor changes but they should not -CHAIR BAISA: Nothing is minor.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, you going learn that real quick.
CHAIR BAISA: I discovered that in this Committee nothing is minor.
MR. SPENCE: Okay. I would just like to point that out.
CHAIR BAISA: ...(Inaudible)... how 'bout advertising the text? Just the text for Heritage? And if we
get to it, we get to it. We don't, we don't.
MR. SPENCE: Okay.
CHAIR BAISA: Can we all agree to that?
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Yes, Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: So we have a little bit more than we think we can do? But I don't want to agendize
too much, because remember, everyone comes to testify and then we cannot get our work done.
So I want to be careful what we put on the agenda so that it's manageable. And I'm going to
take your professional advice.
MR. SPENCE: And, Madam Chair, just, just for clarity because the Heritage section is, is divided into
subsections.
CHAIR BAISA: Right.
MR. SPENCE: At least we could agendize cultural, historic, and archaeological resources.
CHAIR BAISA: How far does that go?
MR. SPENCE: Oh, it's -CHAIR BAISA: From 2-1 to...
MR. SPENCE: --twelve pages.
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CHAIR BAISA: I'm sorry?
MR. SPENCE: Twelve, twelve pages. And then it goes on into shoreline and reefs. And then into
watersheds, streams, wetlands, so I think if, if, if we just, if we start into cultural, historic, and
archaeological resources.
CHAIR BAISA: See now, I'm being more conservative and I'm thinking of one, I mean, 2.1 to 2.2,
that's -- I mean, we're gonna have text. Does that have a lot of changes in it? Does anybody
remember? John and Simone, you folks probably remember very well.
MR. SUMMERS: Thank you. Madam Chair, just a couple points. With the Population element -CHAIR BAISA: Yes.
MR. SUMMERS: --with the Director's recommendation, we only have one objective and a handful of
policies left in that element. So it's, it's very, very short.
CHAIR BAISA: You don't think we might have a plethora of testimony about how many visitors might
come to the island?
ALL: ...(Laughter)...
CHAIR BAISA: No, I think it's really important.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, if it's, hey, you gotta be, sit here, guys, I promise.
...(Inaudible)...
CHAIR BAISA: You know, our visitor industry is a very important subject, and people feel very
strongly for, against, more or less or, and they're gonna come.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Chair?
CHAIR BAISA: Yes, Mr. Hokama? Help me out. I wanna agendize, but I wanna do it right.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: I, I don't -- I defer to your experience and Mr. Victorino's. I think
you folks understand this a lot better than the seven of the remaining Committee Members. But I
would prefer you go with the Committee sentiment than the Department sentiment, because
we're the guys that gonna have to make the decision at the end.
CHAIR BAISA: I'm sorry, Mr. Hokama, I was distracted. Would you please repeat that?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: The bottom line is Madam Chair, I would prefer to go with the
experience that you and Mr. Victorino have had, and I prefer that we follow your, your lead on
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this, because in the end run it doesn't matter what the Department says. We make the final
decision.
CHAIR BAISA; Okay, I will work with Mr. Spence, and we'll come up with a agenda, but please know
that I will tend to be conservative because I want us to have the time to do what we need to do.
I'd like to thank everyone for coming today. I'd like to thank my Committee for your attention,
your hard work. I want to thank the testifiers and the loyal followers. Thank you very much for
being here. I hope you'll stay with me.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Please talk into your mike.
CHAIR BAISA: Oh, I thought I was Portuguese, I didn't need it, but I guess not, huh?
ALL: ... (Laughter)...
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: I could hear you loud and clear.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Me too, me too.
CHAIR BAISA: I'm sure they could hear in -VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Coming from an Akaku background, it they can't hear you, the people out
there can't hear you.
CHAIR BAISA: I, I understand. Anyway, I want to thank everyone, who worked very hard today. I
want to thank the testifiers. I want to thank my Staff. I want to thank all of the Committee
Members and ask you to please stay with me. This is only our first attempt at this and we'll get
better as we go. I remember when the GPAC started, it was very stormy, and then after they
kind of settled down and that's been the case with all, all, all, you know, facets of this review.
Even our Planning Committee last time was kind of stormy until we finally settled down and said
we better get this done. So, everybody, thank you very much and we'll see you at the next
General Plan Committee meeting. Chair -- Mr. Pontanilla?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Yeah, just a fast question?
CHAIR BAISA: Sure.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Now I know you guys completed a lot the last two years, and I
know you guys went to, up to Chapter 7.
CHAIR BAISA: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: And I don't know if the matrix are updated in regards to the first
seven?
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CHAIR BAISA: Yes, they are.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: And if we could have copies of that so that, you know, we don't
have to follow this?
CHAIR BAISA: They are available and I can ask Staff if they would please get that to you.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Any other request? Member Mateo?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Madam Chair, is, is this also available online with, with the changes
that we are currently doing so the public is...?
CHAIR BAISA: I'll ask Mr. Raatz. Mr. Raatz?
MR. RAATZ: I'm sorry, Madam Chair. Can you please repeat the question, Council Chair?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Whether or not the matrix is available online so we can see the changes
that, that's occurring?
MR. RAATZ: Yes, I believe that the Committee Chair's intention is to follow the standard that was
followed by the Planning Committee last term. Whenever we have a chapter that's listed on the
agenda, we'll post the draft matrix on the Committee website at the same time the agenda is
posted and then immediately after the meeting, we'll post an updated matrix with the changes
that the Committee recommended.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Thank you. Thank you, Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: Mr. Raatz, I'm seeing nodding, I mean shaking heads in the audience. Maybe we can
tell them where to look? So that everybody knows and people out in T.V. land can look too?
MR. RAATZ: The General Plan Committee website which is found at mauicounty.gov under Council
Committees.
CHAIR BAISA: Okay, any other questions? If not, Members, I'd like to thank you and we're going to
call it a day. This meeting is adjourned . . . (gavel).. .

ADJOURN: 4:30 p.m.
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